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Abstract. A privacy pool enables clients to deposit units of a cryptocurrency into a shared
pool where ownership of deposited currency is tracked via a system of cryptographically hidden
records. Clients may later withdraw from the pool without linkage to previous deposits. Some
privacy pools also support hidden transfer of currency ownership within the pool. In August
2022, the U.S. Department of Treasury sanctioned Tornado Cash, the largest Ethereum privacy
pool, on the premise that it enables illicit actors to hide the origin of funds, citing its usage
by the DPRK-sponsored Lazarus Group to launder over $455 million dollars worth of stolen
cryptocurrency. This ruling effectively made it illegal for U.S. persons/institutions to use or
accept funds that went through Tornado Cash, sparking a global debate among privacy rights
activists and lawmakers. Against this backdrop, we present Derecho, a system that institutions
could use to request cryptographic attestations of fund origins rather than naively rejecting all
funds coming from privacy pools. Derecho is a novel application of proof-carrying data, which
allows users to propagate allowlist membership proofs through a privacy pool’s transaction
graph. Derecho is backwards-compatible with existing Ethereum privacy pool designs, adds no
overhead in gas costs, and costs users only a few seconds to produce attestations.

1 Introduction

Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other cryptocurrencies have achieved significant market capitalization and
adoption over the past decade, yet the privacy guarantees of many popular blockchains remain
lacking. The traceability of transactions in blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum has been
well-studied [AKR+13, MPJ+13, WMW+22], and even privacy-focused blockchains are subject to
deanonymization attacks [KYMM18,MSH+18,YAY+19]. Privacy solutions can be designed as add-on
components to an existing blockchain or as independent blockchains.

In this work, we focus on privacy pools that use zero-knowledge proofs to enable anonymous
transfers of assets on account-based smart contract platforms such as Ethereum. These pools are based
on the design of Zerocash [BCG+14], which is also the basis for the cryptocurrency Zcash [HBHW22].
In a nutshell, these privacy pools enable users to deposit funds into a shared pool, anonymously
transfer funds within the pool, and later withdraw funds without linkage to their previous transactions.

Tornado Cash (Nova) was the most widely used Ethereum privacy pool until U.S. regulators
took action against the service in August 2022. The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) added the Tornado Cash smart contract addresses to the Specially
Designated Nationals (SDN) list, purportedly due to its usage for laundering more than $9 billion
worth of cryptocurrency since 2019, including by the DPRK state-sponsored Lazarus Group that was
also sanctioned in 2019. This designation forbids U.S. users, including individuals and institutions,
from interacting with the service [Uni22]. It has resulted in locked funds for U.S. users of the service
and has limited the options for law-abiding users that seek to improve the privacy of their transactions
on Ethereum. These sanctions have brought renewed attention to the clash between privacy and
regulatory oversight on smart contract platforms. In October 2022, Coin Center filed a lawsuit against
the Treasury Department arguing that OFAC exceeded its statutory authority in designating Tornado
Cash [Coi22]. It also sparked discussion among researchers and privacy advocates [BKB22, Fis22,
Sol22], questioning both the efficacy and necessity of privacy pool sanctions in addressing illicit
finance, and seeking alternative technical solutions.

A simple solution would restrict deposits into and withdrawals from the privacy pool to accounts on
a specific allowlist.1 For example, the allowlist might be the set of all public Ethereum addresses that
1 Alternatively, the usage of the privacy pool could be limited to accounts that are not on a specific blocklist

and not newly generated at the time of deposit. The second criterion is important to prevent the situation
where an attacker move funds to a fresh address in order to evade the restrictions.
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are not on the U.S. Treasury’s SDN list. However, allowlists are expected to vary by jurisdiction and
may be updated dynamically. In practice, there are widely used “compliance-as-a-service” providers,
such as Chainalysis and TRM Labs, that assess the risk of public Ethereum addresses, incorporating
multiple risk factors such as interactions with government-sanctioned addresses and exploited smart
contracts, and continuously update their risk assessments. Today, U.S. regulated exchanges utilize
these risk scores for risk management, e.g., to decide whether or not to accept deposits from a given
Ethereum address. Allowlists can be viewed as binary risk scores.

An alternative solution to restricting deposits and withdrawals is for users of privacy pools to
generate attestations when necessary, selectively disclosing information about the provenance of funds
withdrawn from the pool. When cryptocurrency is deposited into a privacy pool like Tornado Cash,
a digital receipt in the form of a cryptographic commitment is generated, and the depositor retains
a secret key required to use this receipt later. A user withdraws x units of cryptocurrency from
the pool by presenting a zero-knowledge proof that it knows the secret key of an unused receipt for
this exact amount of cryptocurrency, and a keyed hash of the receipt called a nullifier. The nullifier
still hides the receipt but prevents it from being used twice. While this zero-knowledge proof reveals
little information by default (other than transaction validity), a user may choose to reveal more
information about the origin of a withdrawal to an interested party (e.g., an exchange). In fact, zero-
knowledge proofs can be used to selectively disclose information about the unique deposit receipt, such
as membership of the depositing address on an allowlist or a risk score that a provider has assigned
to that public address. Similar solutions were proposed more than a decade ago in the context of Tor
and blocklisting of IP-addresses [JKTS07,TKCS09,BG13].

However, this system of user-generated disclosures becomes more challenging in pools that support
in-pool transfers. The recipient of funds must retain the ability to prove facts about its provenance, in
particular, that the funds originated via deposits from accounts on a given set of allowlists. We solve
this problem using proof-carrying data [CT10], a generalization of incrementally verifiable computa-
tion [Val08] that offers a powerful approach to recursive proof composition. When a user makes their
first transaction within the privacy pool, the user generates membership proofs for a set of allowlists.
Subsequent transactions within the privacy pool generate new membership proofs that are derived
from (i.e., prove knowledge of) the previous membership proofs of the transaction inputs and the
details of the current transaction. These membership proofs, which we call proof-carrying disclosures,
can be verified efficiently and may be communicated directly to the recipient. While our solution
focuses on allowlists, it can easily be generalized to handle non-binary risk scores.

1.1 Our Contributions

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

– We formalize and present Derecho, a system for cryptographic attestation of funds originating
from privacy pools. Our system addresses the key legal challenges of privacy pools through the
usage of proof-carrying disclosures, a novel application of proof-carrying data.

– We show that our disclosure system achieves practical proving and verification times for a range
of system parameters. For a typical configuration, the proving time was 3.4 seconds, and the
verification time was 1.9 seconds. Since membership proofs are verified off-chain by the recipient,
our system adds no overhead in gas costs.

2 Technical Overview

2.1 Design Goals

A key goal in the system design was to develop a solution that can be introduced as an add-on
component to existing privacy pools on Ethereum and other smart contract platforms. To facilitate
adoption of the system, the design should not require changes to the functionality of the privacy pool
or introduce any gas costs to users. Furthermore, it should maintain the existing security properties
of the privacy pool while optionally allowing for attestations of allowlist membership.

We rule out solutions that involve changes to the privacy pool or limitations on the number of
allowlists. For instance, a naive solution to this problem would involve augmenting the coin commit-
ment openings with a field storing the allowlist identifier and enforcing membership consistency in the
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transfer proofs of the privacy pool. However, this solution would not be backwards-compatible with
existing privacy pools. Furthermore, if an arbitrary number of allowlists is supported, the increase in
gas costs would be substantial. To support an unbounded number of allowlists in the naive solution,
the privacy pool would need to let the allowlist field have unbounded size or restrict the size and
make use of an on-chain set accumulator. While such a solution is appealing in its simplicity, it would
face barriers to adoption due to the costs to users and the required changes to existing systems.

2.2 Initial Approach

Derecho assumes the existence of a set of allowlists that are maintained external to the system, where
each allowlist contains a list of Ethereum public-key addresses, along with a dynamic accumulator A
(e.g., a Merkle tree) which aggregates the allowlists. That is, for each public key pk on allowlist with
identifier al the element H(al||pk) is inserted into A, where H is a collision-resistant hash function. For
simplicity, we restrict to privacy pools that manage only one cryptocurrency asset at a time, but the
system easily generalizes to pools that manage multiple types of assets. The pool contract maintains
an accumulator R of records, where each record is a hash digest (i.e., cryptographic commitment).
When a user first deposits x units of cryptocurrency into the privacy pool from a public Ethereum
address pks, a record of the form H(x||pk1||r1) is added to the accumulator R, where pk1 is a shielded
public-key address and r1 is a nonce that will later be used to nullify the record upon a transfer
or withdrawal. A transfer transaction may create a new record H(x||pk2||r2), a nullifier n = H(r1),
and a zero-knowledge proof that a record c = H(x||pk1||r1) exists in R such that n = H(r1). The
transfer may also create multiple output records of the form H(xi||pki||ri) for i ∈ [2, k], and the
zero-knowledge proof would additionally attest that

∑
i xi = x. A withdrawal contains a similar

zero-knowledge proof, but publicly reveals the output amount y and a destination Ethereum address
pkd, at which point y units are withdrawn from the pool and delivered to pkd. While this example
references a concrete implementation of a privacy pool for illustrative purposes, the disclosure system
does not assume a specific record format or nullifier creation algorithm.

We define membership of records on allowlists recursively as follows. The initial record created
upon deposit is a member of allowlist al if and only if its source Ethereum address pks is a member
of al. A record created as the output of a transfer transaction is a member of al if and only if all
the input records to the transfer are members of al. Finally, we say that a withdrawal transaction is
a member of al if and only if all the input records to this withdrawal are members of al. Note that
this final attestation refers to the withdrawal transaction itself rather than the Ethereum destination
address pkd, which may or may not be on the allowlist for other reasons.

Since the initial record created upon deposit is publicly linked to the Ethereum source address pks
via the on-chain deposit transaction, it is straightforward for a user to produce a membership proof of
the deposit record on a list al by providing a membership proof for pks using the accumulator A, which
could be verified given the Ethereum transaction log. Producing membership disclosure proofs for the
output records of in-pool transactions is more subtle. If a user already has membership proofs for all
the input records to a transfer transaction with respect to a list al, then it can create a membership
proof for an output record of this transaction by proving its knowledge of valid al membership proofs
for all the input records to the transaction. The same could be done for a withdrawal transaction. In
more detail, since neither the output record nor the transaction log contains explicit references linking
it to transaction inputs, but only nullifiers ni for each input record, the zero-knowledge disclosure
proof repeats the logic of the transfer proof: for each ni, it proves knowledge of an input record
ci = H(xi||pki||ri) such that ni = H(ri) and additionally proves knowledge of a valid membership
proof πi for ci. This recursive proof of knowledge is possible via a proof-carrying data (PCD) scheme.

2.3 Key Challenges

With this initial approach, a problem immediately arises: the validity of the membership proof πi

is not actually verifiable against the record commitment ci alone. For example, verifying the initial
membership proof of a deposit record c required checking against the blockchain transaction log to
obtain the link between the record c and a source Ethereum address pks. Naively, if the public input
required to verify allowlist membership includes the entire transaction log of the privacy pool then
the recursive zero-knowledge proof statement would become impractically large.
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nf2
<latexit sha1_base64="BXMVJcomIV4S0+mD2fUTEypjgTw=">AAAB9HicbVDJSgNBFHzjGuMW9SJ4GQxCTmEm4HIz4MVjBLNAMoSeTk/SpJexuycQhnyHFw+KCJ78CD/Bm1/gVwh2loMmFjQUVe/xqiuMGdXG8z6dpeWV1bX1zEZ2c2t7Zze3t1/TMlGYVLFkUjVCpAmjglQNNYw0YkUQDxmph/2rsV8fEKWpFLdmGJOAo66gEcXIWClocWR6OkpFNGqX2rm8V/QmcBeJPyP5y+93+XX4yivt3EerI3HCiTCYIa2bvhebIEXKUMzIKNtKNIkR7qMuaVoqECc6SCehR+6JVTpuJJV9wrgT9fdGirjWQx7ayUnIeW8s/uc1ExNdBCkVcWKIwNNDUcJcI91xA26HKoING1qCsKI2q4t7SCFsbE9ZW4I//+VFUisV/bPi6Y2fLxdgigwcwTEUwIdzKMM1VKAKGO7gHh7hyRk4D86z8zIdXXJmOwfwB87bDwbKlqY=</latexit>

nf2
<latexit sha1_base64="N7bivAm70zRXj7AdOhbmOHghnmE=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1oKMhiEVGFX8NIZsLFMwFwgCWF2djYZMzuzzJwVwpLS3sZCEVs76zyHnc/gSzi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHP8WHADrvvlLC2vrK6tZzaym1vbO7u5vf2aUYmmrEqVULrhE8MEl6wKHARrxJqRyBes7vevx3n9nmnDlbyFQczaEelKHnJKwFq1Fg0UmE4u7xbdifAieDPIX32MKt8PR6NyJ/fZChRNIiaBCmJM03NjaKdEA6eCDbOtxLCY0D7psqZFSSJm2ulk2iE+sU6AQ6Xtk4An7u+OlETGDCLfVkYEemY+G5v/Zc0Ewst2ymWcAJN0+lGYCAwKj1fHAdeMghhYIFRzOyumPaIJBXugrD2CN7/yItROi9558azi5UsFNFUGHaJjVEAeukAldIPKqIooukOP6Bm9OMp5cl6dt2npkjPrOUB/5Lz/AFutk1g=</latexit>· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="N7bivAm70zRXj7AdOhbmOHghnmE=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1oKMhiEVGFX8NIZsLFMwFwgCWF2djYZMzuzzJwVwpLS3sZCEVs76zyHnc/gSzi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHP8WHADrvvlLC2vrK6tZzaym1vbO7u5vf2aUYmmrEqVULrhE8MEl6wKHARrxJqRyBes7vevx3n9nmnDlbyFQczaEelKHnJKwFq1Fg0UmE4u7xbdifAieDPIX32MKt8PR6NyJ/fZChRNIiaBCmJM03NjaKdEA6eCDbOtxLCY0D7psqZFSSJm2ulk2iE+sU6AQ6Xtk4An7u+OlETGDCLfVkYEemY+G5v/Zc0Ewst2ymWcAJN0+lGYCAwKj1fHAdeMghhYIFRzOyumPaIJBXugrD2CN7/yItROi9558azi5UsFNFUGHaJjVEAeukAldIPKqIooukOP6Bm9OMp5cl6dt2npkjPrOUB/5Lz/AFutk1g=</latexit>· · ·

RecordsNullifiers

Clients

<latexit sha1_base64="wODXEbqFtI2mz44AQTXqzLEc/AI=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEJz1lRhfqx69DAbBU9gV1OApIqJHBROFZAmzk14dMvtgplcMyx68+CtePCji1Y/w5lcIfoGTx0ETCxqKqm66u/xECo2O82lNTc/MzhWK86WFxaXlFXt1raHjVHGo81jG6spnGqSIoI4CJVwlCljoS7j0u0d9//IWlBZxdIG9BLyQXUciEJyhkdr2RgvhDrNDKTjkB7QVMrzRQZZ08zZr22Wn4gxAJ4k7IuVa4fvkuPq1e9a2P1qdmKchRMgl07rpOgl6GVMouIS81Eo1JIx32TU0DY1YCNrLBk/kdMsoHRrEylSEdKD+nshYqHUv9E3n4Mhxry/+5zVTDKpeJqIkRYj4cFGQSoox7SdCO0IBR9kzhHElzK2U3zDFOJrcSiYEd/zlSdLYqbh7ld1zt1zbJkMUyQbZJNvEJfukRk7JGakTTu7JI3kmL9aD9WS9Wm/D1ilrNLNO/sB6/wF2dpuK</latexit>

Alice : pka

<latexit sha1_base64="wODXEbqFtI2mz44AQTXqzLEc/AI=">AAACBHicbVDLSgNBEJz1lRhfqx69DAbBU9gV1OApIqJHBROFZAmzk14dMvtgplcMyx68+CtePCji1Y/w5lcIfoGTx0ETCxqKqm66u/xECo2O82lNTc/MzhWK86WFxaXlFXt1raHjVHGo81jG6spnGqSIoI4CJVwlCljoS7j0u0d9//IWlBZxdIG9BLyQXUciEJyhkdr2RgvhDrNDKTjkB7QVMrzRQZZ08zZr22Wn4gxAJ4k7IuVa4fvkuPq1e9a2P1qdmKchRMgl07rpOgl6GVMouIS81Eo1JIx32TU0DY1YCNrLBk/kdMsoHRrEylSEdKD+nshYqHUv9E3n4Mhxry/+5zVTDKpeJqIkRYj4cFGQSoox7SdCO0IBR9kzhHElzK2U3zDFOJrcSiYEd/zlSdLYqbh7ld1zt1zbJkMUyQbZJNvEJfukRk7JGakTTu7JI3kmL9aD9WS9Wm/D1ilrNLNO/sB6/wF2dpuK</latexit>

Alice : pka
<latexit sha1_base64="2JSdzd9EY9jZA5L32LJTbP05V0w=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJyNj8T4WvUkXgaDkFPYFaLBU1BEjxHMA7JLmJ3MJkNmH8z0imEJXvwVLx4U8epXePMrBL/ASeJBEwsaiqpuuru8WHAFlvVhZBYWl5azuZX86tr6xqa5td1QUSIpq9NIRLLlEcUED1kdOAjWiiUjgSdY0xucjf3mDZOKR+E1DGPmBqQXcp9TAlrqmLsOsFtITyNvdIKdgEBf+Wk8GHW8jlmwStYEeJ7YP6RQzX5dnFc+y7WO+e50I5oELAQqiFJt24rBTYkETgUb5Z1EsZjQAemxtqYhCZhy08kLI3yglS72I6krBDxRf0+kJFBqGHi6c3LkrDcW//PaCfgVN+VhnAAL6XSRnwgMER7ngbtcMgpiqAmhkutbMe0TSSjo1PI6BHv25XnSOCzZR6XylV2oFtEUObSH9lER2egYVdElqqE6ougOPaAn9GzcG4/Gi/E6bc0YPzM76A+Mt2/lVpqs</latexit>

Bob : pkb

<latexit sha1_base64="2JSdzd9EY9jZA5L32LJTbP05V0w=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJyNj8T4WvUkXgaDkFPYFaLBU1BEjxHMA7JLmJ3MJkNmH8z0imEJXvwVLx4U8epXePMrBL/ASeJBEwsaiqpuuru8WHAFlvVhZBYWl5azuZX86tr6xqa5td1QUSIpq9NIRLLlEcUED1kdOAjWiiUjgSdY0xucjf3mDZOKR+E1DGPmBqQXcp9TAlrqmLsOsFtITyNvdIKdgEBf+Wk8GHW8jlmwStYEeJ7YP6RQzX5dnFc+y7WO+e50I5oELAQqiFJt24rBTYkETgUb5Z1EsZjQAemxtqYhCZhy08kLI3yglS72I6krBDxRf0+kJFBqGHi6c3LkrDcW//PaCfgVN+VhnAAL6XSRnwgMER7ngbtcMgpiqAmhkutbMe0TSSjo1PI6BHv25XnSOCzZR6XylV2oFtEUObSH9lER2egYVdElqqE6ougOPaAn9GzcG4/Gi/E6bc0YPzM76A+Mt2/lVpqs</latexit>

Bob : pkb

<latexit sha1_base64="N7bivAm70zRXj7AdOhbmOHghnmE=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1oKMhiEVGFX8NIZsLFMwFwgCWF2djYZMzuzzJwVwpLS3sZCEVs76zyHnc/gSzi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHP8WHADrvvlLC2vrK6tZzaym1vbO7u5vf2aUYmmrEqVULrhE8MEl6wKHARrxJqRyBes7vevx3n9nmnDlbyFQczaEelKHnJKwFq1Fg0UmE4u7xbdifAieDPIX32MKt8PR6NyJ/fZChRNIiaBCmJM03NjaKdEA6eCDbOtxLCY0D7psqZFSSJm2ulk2iE+sU6AQ6Xtk4An7u+OlETGDCLfVkYEemY+G5v/Zc0Ewst2ymWcAJN0+lGYCAwKj1fHAdeMghhYIFRzOyumPaIJBXugrD2CN7/yItROi9558azi5UsFNFUGHaJjVEAeukAldIPKqIooukOP6Bm9OMp5cl6dt2npkjPrOUB/5Lz/AFutk1g=</latexit>· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="N7bivAm70zRXj7AdOhbmOHghnmE=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1oKMhiEVGFX8NIZsLFMwFwgCWF2djYZMzuzzJwVwpLS3sZCEVs76zyHnc/gSzi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHP8WHADrvvlLC2vrK6tZzaym1vbO7u5vf2aUYmmrEqVULrhE8MEl6wKHARrxJqRyBes7vevx3n9nmnDlbyFQczaEelKHnJKwFq1Fg0UmE4u7xbdifAieDPIX32MKt8PR6NyJ/fZChRNIiaBCmJM03NjaKdEA6eCDbOtxLCY0D7psqZFSSJm2ulk2iE+sU6AQ6Xtk4An7u+OlETGDCLfVkYEemY+G5v/Zc0Ewst2ymWcAJN0+lGYCAwKj1fHAdeMghhYIFRzOyumPaIJBXugrD2CN7/yItROi9558azi5UsFNFUGHaJjVEAeukAldIPKqIooukOP6Bm9OMp5cl6dt2npkjPrOUB/5Lz/AFutk1g=</latexit>· · ·
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<latexit sha1_base64="dPkcLMdN63yQ5WWN0bJNahDYmkQ=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KojgJliErsqM4GNnwY3LCvYBnTJkMpk2NJMMSUYoYxf+ihsFRdy69RPc+QV+hWA67UJbDwQO59zLPTlBwqjSjvNpzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDiVRiUseCCdkKkCKMclLXVDPSSiRBccBIM+hfjPzmDZGKCn6tBwnpxKjLaUQx0kby7V0vRrqnoiwkmA19BD0cCq18u+RUnBxwlrgTUjr/fhdfe49xzbc/vFDgNCZcY4aUartOojsZkppiRoZFL1UkQbiPuqRtKEcxUZ0szz+Eh0YJYSSkeVzDXP29kaFYqUEcmMk87bQ3Ev/z2qmOzjoZ5UmqCcfjQ1HKoBZwVAYMqSRYs4EhCEtqskLcQxJhbSormhLc6S/PksZRxT2pHF+5pWoZjFEA++AAlIELTkEVXIIaqAMMbsE9eALP1p31YL1Yr+PROWuyswP+wHr7AWnfmr0=</latexit>

decla · · ·<latexit sha1_base64="dPkcLMdN63yQ5WWN0bJNahDYmkQ=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KojgJliErsqM4GNnwY3LCvYBnTJkMpk2NJMMSUYoYxf+ihsFRdy69RPc+QV+hWA67UJbDwQO59zLPTlBwqjSjvNpzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDiVRiUseCCdkKkCKMclLXVDPSSiRBccBIM+hfjPzmDZGKCn6tBwnpxKjLaUQx0kby7V0vRrqnoiwkmA19BD0cCq18u+RUnBxwlrgTUjr/fhdfe49xzbc/vFDgNCZcY4aUartOojsZkppiRoZFL1UkQbiPuqRtKEcxUZ0szz+Eh0YJYSSkeVzDXP29kaFYqUEcmMk87bQ3Ev/z2qmOzjoZ5UmqCcfjQ1HKoBZwVAYMqSRYs4EhCEtqskLcQxJhbSormhLc6S/PksZRxT2pHF+5pWoZjFEA++AAlIELTkEVXIIaqAMMbsE9eALP1p31YL1Yr+PROWuyswP+wHr7AWnfmr0=</latexit>

decla · · ·

Deposit
Records

<latexit sha1_base64="u6rmPD9jY5x5a/1kD242dbMcdGg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34am19RF26GSxCVyURfCyLblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSsnWjn+LGhSJu/QN3/oZrF07TCtp6YODMOfdy7z1+wqhUlvVhLC2vrK6VyuuV6sbm1ra5s9uRcSowaeOYxaLnI0kY5aStqGKklwiCIp+Rrj+6mPjdGyIkjfm1GifEjdCA05BipLTkmdCJkBrKMBME597PJyBJDh0cxEp6Zs1qWAXgIrFnpNasfp6XqvdfLc98d4IYpxHhCjMkZd+2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAIDUhfU44iIt2suCSHh1oJYBgL/biChfq7I0ORlOPI15XFqvPeRPzP66cqPHMzypNUEY6ng8KUQRXDSSwwoDoAxcaaICyo3hXiIRIIKx1eRYdgz5+8SDpHDfukcXxl15p1MEUZ7IMDUAc2OAVNcAlaoA0wuAUP4Ak8G3fGo/FivE5Ll4xZzx74A+PtG/Dungo=</latexit>

recdep · · ·<latexit sha1_base64="u6rmPD9jY5x5a/1kD242dbMcdGg=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34am19RF26GSxCVyURfCyLblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQSsnWjn+LGhSJu/QN3/oZrF07TCtp6YODMOfdy7z1+wqhUlvVhLC2vrK6VyuuV6sbm1ra5s9uRcSowaeOYxaLnI0kY5aStqGKklwiCIp+Rrj+6mPjdGyIkjfm1GifEjdCA05BipLTkmdCJkBrKMBME597PJyBJDh0cxEp6Zs1qWAXgIrFnpNasfp6XqvdfLc98d4IYpxHhCjMkZd+2EuVmSCiKGckrTipJgvAIDUhfU44iIt2suCSHh1oJYBgL/biChfq7I0ORlOPI15XFqvPeRPzP66cqPHMzypNUEY6ng8KUQRXDSSwwoDoAxcaaICyo3hXiIRIIKx1eRYdgz5+8SDpHDfukcXxl15p1MEUZ7IMDUAc2OAVNcAlaoA0wuAUP4Ak8G3fGo/FivE5Ll4xZzx74A+PtG/Dungo=</latexit>

recdep · · ·

Transfer
Records

<latexit sha1_base64="ZTY15zoqAHeNAIg61ZX5XkKl2Rs=">AAACLXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW0yijnr00hiEHCTMBFyOAT3oLYJZIBs9nZ6kSc9Cd40QhvkhPXj3K0TwEBGv/oadRTCJDxpev1dFVT0nFFyBZY2N1Nr6xuZWejuTze3s7pn7BzUVRJKyKg1EIBsOUUxwn1WBg2CNUDLiOYLVneHVxK8/MKl44N/DKGRtj/R97nJKQEtd87rlERgoN5aMJh27G//+wZVJcooX7NKqTXsBqK6Zt4rWFHiV2HOSL2efUrnbl06la761egGNPOYDFUSppm2F0I6JBE4FSzKtSLGQ0CHps6amPvGYasfTaxN8opUedgOpnw94qv7tiImn1MhzdOV02WVvIv7nNSNwL9sx98MImE9ng9xIYAjwJDrc4zoFECNNCJVc74rpgEhCQQec0SHYyyevklqpaJ8Xz+7sfLmAZkijI3SMCshGF6iMblAFVRFFj+gVjdGH8Wy8G5/G16w0Zcx7DtECjO8fin6s6w==</latexit>

rec1
tfr, rec

2
tfr, · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="ZTY15zoqAHeNAIg61ZX5XkKl2Rs=">AAACLXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW0yijnr00hiEHCTMBFyOAT3oLYJZIBs9nZ6kSc9Cd40QhvkhPXj3K0TwEBGv/oadRTCJDxpev1dFVT0nFFyBZY2N1Nr6xuZWejuTze3s7pn7BzUVRJKyKg1EIBsOUUxwn1WBg2CNUDLiOYLVneHVxK8/MKl44N/DKGRtj/R97nJKQEtd87rlERgoN5aMJh27G//+wZVJcooX7NKqTXsBqK6Zt4rWFHiV2HOSL2efUrnbl06la761egGNPOYDFUSppm2F0I6JBE4FSzKtSLGQ0CHps6amPvGYasfTaxN8opUedgOpnw94qv7tiImn1MhzdOV02WVvIv7nNSNwL9sx98MImE9ng9xIYAjwJDrc4zoFECNNCJVc74rpgEhCQQec0SHYyyevklqpaJ8Xz+7sfLmAZkijI3SMCshGF6iMblAFVRFFj+gVjdGH8Wy8G5/G16w0Zcx7DtECjO8fin6s6w==</latexit>

rec1
tfr, rec

2
tfr, · · ·

Allowlist 
<latexit sha1_base64="bXDsZ7bnCt71FnUsRfBIKluB2CQ=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL1rfMT4ioqVzWAQrMKu4KMM2FhGMA9IljA7uZsMmX04MxsIS77DxkIRW//BX7AQrPwUnWxSaOKBgcM593LPHC8WXGnb/rSWcssrq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r66iRDKssUhEsulRhYKHWNNcC2zGEmngCWx4g6uJ3xiiVDwKb/UoRjegvZD7nFFtJLcdUN1XfkrFuON0iiW7bGcgi8SZkVIl9/H9dvCF1U7xvd2NWBJgqJmgSrUcO9ZuSqXmTOC40E4UxpQNaA9bhoY0QOWmWegxOTZKl/iRNC/UJFN/b6Q0UGoUeGYyCznvTcT/vFai/Us35WGcaAzZ9JCfCKIjMmmAdLlEpsXIEMokN1kJ61NJmTY9FUwJzvyXF0n9tOycl89unFLFhinycAhHcAIOXEAFrqEKNWBwB/fwCE/W0Hqwnq2X6eiSNdvZhz+wXn8AkDSWVw==</latexit>

al1
<latexit sha1_base64="bXDsZ7bnCt71FnUsRfBIKluB2CQ=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL1rfMT4ioqVzWAQrMKu4KMM2FhGMA9IljA7uZsMmX04MxsIS77DxkIRW//BX7AQrPwUnWxSaOKBgcM593LPHC8WXGnb/rSWcssrq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r66iRDKssUhEsulRhYKHWNNcC2zGEmngCWx4g6uJ3xiiVDwKb/UoRjegvZD7nFFtJLcdUN1XfkrFuON0iiW7bGcgi8SZkVIl9/H9dvCF1U7xvd2NWBJgqJmgSrUcO9ZuSqXmTOC40E4UxpQNaA9bhoY0QOWmWegxOTZKl/iRNC/UJFN/b6Q0UGoUeGYyCznvTcT/vFai/Us35WGcaAzZ9JCfCKIjMmmAdLlEpsXIEMokN1kJ61NJmTY9FUwJzvyXF0n9tOycl89unFLFhinycAhHcAIOXEAFrqEKNWBwB/fwCE/W0Hqwnq2X6eiSNdvZhz+wXn8AkDSWVw==</latexit>

al1

Example Workflow<latexit sha1_base64="Usu8Fl/cq1TccvFkwVQPhSWwuG8=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2xPmp9RcWFuAkWwVVJBB/LghuXFewD2lAmk0k7dDIJMxOhhODGX3HjQhG3bvwFF4IrP0WnaQVtPTBw5px7ufceL2ZUKtv+MOYK8wuLS8Xl0srq2vqGubnVkFEiMKnjiEWi5SFJGOWkrqhipBULgkKPkaY3OB/5zWsiJI34lRrGxA1Rj9OAYqS01DV3OyFSfRmkQmXd9OdD/SzrmmW7YuewZokzIeVq4f3rdeeT1LrmW8ePcBISrjBDUrYdO1ZuioSimJGs1EkkiREeoB5pa8pRSKSb5idk1oFWfCuIhH5cWbn6uyNFoZTD0NOV+Y7T3kj8z2snKjhzU8rjRBGOx4OChFkqskZ5WD4VBCs21ARhQfWuFu4jgbDSqZV0CM70ybOkcVRxTirHl065asMYRdiDfTgEB06hChdQgzpguIE7eIBH49a4N56M53HpnDHp2YY/MF6+AYDLnIQ=</latexit>

rtid
<latexit sha1_base64="Usu8Fl/cq1TccvFkwVQPhSWwuG8=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL2xPmp9RcWFuAkWwVVJBB/LghuXFewD2lAmk0k7dDIJMxOhhODGX3HjQhG3bvwFF4IrP0WnaQVtPTBw5px7ufceL2ZUKtv+MOYK8wuLS8Xl0srq2vqGubnVkFEiMKnjiEWi5SFJGOWkrqhipBULgkKPkaY3OB/5zWsiJI34lRrGxA1Rj9OAYqS01DV3OyFSfRmkQmXd9OdD/SzrmmW7YuewZokzIeVq4f3rdeeT1LrmW8ePcBISrjBDUrYdO1ZuioSimJGs1EkkiREeoB5pa8pRSKSb5idk1oFWfCuIhH5cWbn6uyNFoZTD0NOV+Y7T3kj8z2snKjhzU8rjRBGOx4OChFkqskZ5WD4VBCs21ARhQfWuFu4jgbDSqZV0CM70ybOkcVRxTirHl065asMYRdiDfTgEB06hChdQgzpguIE7eIBH49a4N56M53HpnDHp2YY/MF6+AYDLnIQ=</latexit>

rtid
<latexit sha1_base64="Fi8YpABouNeHv/moo818HBqdb0E=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWHGjm8EiuCqJUHVZcOOygn1AG8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUEHCjKz/ArRs3LhRx60+482+cphW09cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzryygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5na5JaNEYNLEEYtEx0OSMMpJU1HFSCcWBIUeI21veD7229dESBrxKzWKiROiPqcBxUhpyTX3eiFSAxmkQmVu+vPxSZxlrlmxqlYOOE/sKanUy493D7Xd+4Zrfvb8CCch4QozJGXXtmLlpEgoihnJSr1EkhjhIeqTrqYchUQ6aX5DBg+14sMgEvpxBXP1d0eKQilHoacr8yVnvbH4n9dNVHDmpJTHiSIcTwYFCYMqguNAoE8FwYqNNEFYUL0rxAMkEFY6tpIOwZ49eZ60jqv2SbV2aVfqFpigCPbBATgCNjgFdXABGqAJMLgBT+AFvBq3xrPxZrxPSgvGtGcH/IHx8Q2XrZuv</latexit>

rtdep
<latexit sha1_base64="Fi8YpABouNeHv/moo818HBqdb0E=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWHGjm8EiuCqJUHVZcOOygn1AG8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUEHCjKz/ArRs3LhRx60+482+cphW09cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzryygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5na5JaNEYNLEEYtEx0OSMMpJU1HFSCcWBIUeI21veD7229dESBrxKzWKiROiPqcBxUhpyTX3eiFSAxmkQmVu+vPxSZxlrlmxqlYOOE/sKanUy493D7Xd+4Zrfvb8CCch4QozJGXXtmLlpEgoihnJSr1EkhjhIeqTrqYchUQ6aX5DBg+14sMgEvpxBXP1d0eKQilHoacr8yVnvbH4n9dNVHDmpJTHiSIcTwYFCYMqguNAoE8FwYqNNEFYUL0rxAMkEFY6tpIOwZ49eZ60jqv2SbV2aVfqFpigCPbBATgCNjgFdXABGqAJMLgBT+AFvBq3xrPxZrxPSgvGtGcH/IHx8Q2XrZuv</latexit>

rtdep
<latexit sha1_base64="fcIIQgyP6006AVq5T8+5+nDrS34=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ1YH7W+ouJGN8EiuCqJ4GNZcOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZh5kYoIeDGX3HjQhG3LvwFF4IrP0WnaQVtPTBw5px7ufceP+ZMgW1/GHOF+YXFpeJyaWV1bX3D3NxqqCiRhNZJxCPZ8rGinAlaBwactmJJcehz2vQH5yO/eU2lYpG4gmFM3RD3BAsYwaAlz9zthBj6KkglZF7684FAZplnlu2KncOaJc6ElKuF96/XnU9a88y3TjciSUgFEI6Vajt2DG6KJTDCaVbqJIrGmAxwj7Y1FTikyk3zGzLrQCtdK4ikfgKsXP3dkeJQqWHo68p8yWlvJP7ntRMIztyUiTgBKsh4UJBwCyJrFIjVZZIS4ENNMJFM72qRPpaYgI6tpENwpk+eJY2jinNSOb50ylUbjVFEe2gfHSIHnaIqukA1VEcE3aA79IAejVvj3ngynselc8akZxv9gfHyDXFdnQ0=</latexit>

rttfr
<latexit sha1_base64="fcIIQgyP6006AVq5T8+5+nDrS34=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ1YH7W+ouJGN8EiuCqJ4GNZcOOygn1AG8JkOmmHTiZh5kYoIeDGX3HjQhG3LvwFF4IrP0WnaQVtPTBw5px7ufceP+ZMgW1/GHOF+YXFpeJyaWV1bX3D3NxqqCiRhNZJxCPZ8rGinAlaBwactmJJcehz2vQH5yO/eU2lYpG4gmFM3RD3BAsYwaAlz9zthBj6KkglZF7684FAZplnlu2KncOaJc6ElKuF96/XnU9a88y3TjciSUgFEI6Vajt2DG6KJTDCaVbqJIrGmAxwj7Y1FTikyk3zGzLrQCtdK4ikfgKsXP3dkeJQqWHo68p8yWlvJP7ntRMIztyUiTgBKsh4UJBwCyJrFIjVZZIS4ENNMJFM72qRPpaYgI6tpENwpk+eJY2jinNSOb50ylUbjVFEe2gfHSIHnaIqukA1VEcE3aA79IAejVvj3ngynselc8akZxv9gfHyDXFdnQ0=</latexit>

rttfr

<latexit sha1_base64="hNyXu1fpOzXaOd2epyRyq/yucwE=">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</latexit>

1○
<latexit sha1_base64="hNyXu1fpOzXaOd2epyRyq/yucwE=">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</latexit>

1○ Client submits a transfer transaction to the privacy pool after making an initial deposit.

<latexit sha1_base64="y0CJ1Zmwcl1f1UyTzi4Mpq/Y78Q=">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</latexit>

2○
<latexit sha1_base64="y0CJ1Zmwcl1f1UyTzi4Mpq/Y78Q=">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</latexit>

2○ Sender generates an allowlist membership proof for the recipient of funds.

PCD message 
<latexit sha1_base64="8HCTMC0QsmJj3uwJXrGYUZs7i5M=">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</latexit>

zi = (nfi, cmi, rtid, rtdep, rttfr, rec
i
tfr

<latexit sha1_base64="8HCTMC0QsmJj3uwJXrGYUZs7i5M=">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</latexit>

zi = (nfi, cmi, rtid, rtdep, rttfr, rec
i
tfr) and proof <latexit sha1_base64="5QilvfCbT3PtLx7wRipLd/0S8sc=">AAAB7nicbZDJSgNBEIZrjEuMW1Q8eRlMBE9hRnA5Brx4jGAWSIbQ06kkTXp6mu4eIQx5CC8eFPHqa/gKHgRPPop2loMm/tDw8f9VdFWFkjNtPO/TWcosr6yuZddzG5tb2zv53b2ajhNFsUpjHqtGSDRyJrBqmOHYkApJFHKsh4OrcV6/Q6VZLG7NUGIQkZ5gXUaJsVa92JKszYrtfMEreRO5i+DPoFDOfHy/HXxhpZ1/b3VimkQoDOVE66bvSROkRBlGOY5yrUSjJHRAeti0KEiEOkgn447cY+t03G6s7BPGnbi/O1ISaT2MQlsZEdPX89nY/C9rJqZ7GaRMyMSgoNOPugl3TeyOd3c7TCE1fGiBUMXsrC7tE0WosRfK2SP48ysvQu205J+Xzm78QtmDqbJwCEdwAj5cQBmuoQJVoDCAe3iEJ0c6D86z8zItXXJmPfvwR87rDyaHkyw=</latexit>⇡i

<latexit sha1_base64="5QilvfCbT3PtLx7wRipLd/0S8sc=">AAAB7nicbZDJSgNBEIZrjEuMW1Q8eRlMBE9hRnA5Brx4jGAWSIbQ06kkTXp6mu4eIQx5CC8eFPHqa/gKHgRPPop2loMm/tDw8f9VdFWFkjNtPO/TWcosr6yuZddzG5tb2zv53b2ajhNFsUpjHqtGSDRyJrBqmOHYkApJFHKsh4OrcV6/Q6VZLG7NUGIQkZ5gXUaJsVa92JKszYrtfMEreRO5i+DPoFDOfHy/HXxhpZ1/b3VimkQoDOVE66bvSROkRBlGOY5yrUSjJHRAeti0KEiEOkgn447cY+t03G6s7BPGnbi/O1ISaT2MQlsZEdPX89nY/C9rJqZ7GaRMyMSgoNOPugl3TeyOd3c7TCE1fGiBUMXsrC7tE0WosRfK2SP48ysvQu205J+Xzm78QtmDqbJwCEdwAj5cQBmuoQJVoDCAe3iEJ0c6D86z8zItXXJmPfvwR87rDyaHkyw=</latexit>⇡i

<latexit sha1_base64="QApeEMssO0/1UC4fpzKnaKBmqtY=">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</latexit>

3○
<latexit sha1_base64="QApeEMssO0/1UC4fpzKnaKBmqtY=">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</latexit>

3○ Recipient repeats the above steps for the withdrawal transaction, referencing the previous 
membership proof to produce the final membership proof, which is sent to the verifier.

A B
Deposit txdep Transfer txtfr

nf1, cm1

Withdrawal txwdr

nf2, cm2

A B Verifier
z1

⇡1

z2

⇡2

Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed disclosure system and an example workflow.

The standard trick around this problem is to replace the transaction log public input with an
accumulator digest T : the membership disclosure proof for a deposit record c now includes both an
accumulator membership proof for T of a transaction linking c to pks and an accumulator membership
proof for A showing that pks is on the list al at the time of the deposit.

However, yet another subtle complication arises when attempting to produce recursive membership
proofs for the output records of transfers. Suppose the user has a membership proof π for an input
record c to a transfer creating an output record c′. Suppose further that the accumulator digest T
commits to the transaction log state at the time t that π was created, and that the accumulator
state T ′ commits to the transaction log state at the time t′ that the new transfer is occurring. The
value T is required as input to verify π, but is unknown to the recipient of the transfer at the time
t′. Thus, T is not available as a public input to verify the recursive disclosure created for c′, rather,
the disclosure must prove knowledge of both π, c and T against which π is valid. Moreover, without
additional restrictions, the prover would be free to invent a malicious proof π∗ valid against a T ∗

unrelated to the true blockchain state at any point in history.
To resolve this problem, we use history accumulators, which commit not only to the current state

of a set but also to all historical states. History accumulators provide an efficient mechanism to prove
that a digest T represents a valid historical state σ, which can be verified against the current digest
T ′ of the history accumulator. In Section 4.2, we provide precise definitions of the disclosure system’s
three key data structures: membership declarations, deposit records, and transfer records. Each of
these data structures has a corresponding history accumulator as illustrated above.

Altogether, these techniques result in a system that only requires a few seconds to produce attes-
tations on a consumer-grade laptop. These attestations can be efficiently verified by the recipient of
funds with respect to the current blockchain state. Due to the fact that these proofs do not need to
be posted on-chain or verified by the smart contract, we were able to leverage recent developments
in PCD that trade a larger proof size for faster proving times [BCL+21].

2.4 Example Workflow

To highlight the main ideas of our construction, we describe a typical system workflow, which is
illustrated in Figure 1. We consider a user named Alice, who has generated key pairs and registered
these key pairs with the privacy pool. The manager for allowlist al1 authorizes membership for Alice’s
public key pka. As a result, Alice has an account with membership on allowlist al1, and a membership
declaration will be created and accumulated. The manager can revoke the membership of Alice’s
account at any point. However, since disclosure creation is optional, Alice cannot be prevented from
using the privacy pool. Funds may always be spent without producing an accompanying membership
proof. Next, we will see an example of how these membership proofs are generated at each step.
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First, Alice deposits 1 ETH into the privacy pool. Based on the details of the deposit transaction,
a deposit record recdep will be created and accumulated. Second, Alice transfers 1 ETH to Bob using
the anonymous transfer functionality of the pool. Asynchronously, Alice can create a membership
proof for this transfer. This initial membership proof π1 will attest to the existence of a deposit
record recdep for the transaction input and the existence of a membership declaration decla for Alice’s
public key pka with respect to allowlist al1. The proof ensures correspondence to a true blockchain
state by attesting to the existence of an appropriate transfer record rec1tfr. Alice sends the proof π1

to Bob shortly after the transfer occurs. Subsequently, Bob withdraws 1 ETH from the privacy pool.
Asynchronously, Bob can create a membership proof for this withdrawal. This proof π2 will attest to
the existence of a proof π1 for the transaction input. As before, the proof also ensures correspondence
to a true blockchain state by attesting to the existence of an appropriate transfer record rec2tfr. If
Bob wishes to deposit the withdrawn funds with origin attestation at a regulated institution, he can
simply present the final membership proof π2 directly to the recipient for verification.

3 Background

3.1 Building Blocks

Notation We let λ ∈ N denote the security parameter with unary representation 1λ. We let negl(λ)
denote the class of negligible functions. We let PPT denote probabilistic polynomial time. We let A
denote a computationally-bounded adversary modeled as a PPT algorithm. We let [l] denote the set
of integers {0, . . . , l− 1}. We let x←$ S denote that x is sampled uniformly at random from a set S.
We let Fq denote a finite field of order q.

Hash functions We use hash functions satisfying the standard collision resistance property. Our
system samples hash functions of the form Hq : {0, 1}∗ → Fq. In this work, we use the arithmetic
hash function Poseidon [GKR+21], which is commonly used in blockchain applications. The design
of arithmetic hash functions is an active area of research [BBC+22,GHR+22,GKS23], and our system
can be instantiated with any efficient construction of these hash functions.

Commitment schemes A commitment scheme C = (Com,Vfy) is a pair of efficient algorithms defined
over a message space M and a randomness space R where:

– cm ← Com(m; r) is a commit algorithm that produces a commitment cm given the message
m ∈M to be committed and the randomness r ←$R.

– b← Vfy(cm,m, r) is a verification algorithm that checks whether (m, r) is the correct opening of
the commitment cm and outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} representing accept if b = 1 and reject otherwise.

Informally, a commitment scheme is called binding if it is infeasible to open a commitment to a
different message. It is called hiding if the commitments of any two messages are indistinguishable.
Commitment schemes can be built from collision-resistant hash functions.

Accumulator schemes An accumulator scheme consists of a tuple of efficient algorithms Acc =
(Init,Update,PrvMem,VfyMem) where:

– (rt, σ)← Init(1λ) sets up the initial state σ and digest rt of the accumulator.
– (rt′, σ′) ← Update(rt, σ, elem) inserts element elem into the set and outputs an updated state σ′

and digest rt′.
– π ← PrvMem(σ, elem) outputs a set membership proof π for the element elem in the set.
– b ← VfyMem(rt, π, elem) outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} verifying whether π is a valid proof for the

accumulation of elem in rt. The output is b = 1 if the proof is accepted as valid and b = 0
otherwise.

Informally, an accumulator scheme should be correct and sound. Correctness ensures that for
every element in the set, it should be easy to prove membership. Soundness ensures that for every
element not in the set, it should not be feasible to prove membership.
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History accumulator schemes A history accumulator is an authenticated data structure that commits
to a current set state σn and also to all previous set states σ1, ..., σn−1. When the accumulator digest
rtn for σn is incrementally updated for a new state σn+1, the new digest rtn+1 is a commitment
to σn+1 and all prior states accumulated by rtn. Some history accumulators support history proofs
of additional invariants, e.g., that the current state σ′ of a history accumulator with digest rt′ is a
superset of all historical states. Specifically, a history accumulator scheme consists of a tuple of efficient
algorithms HA = (Init,Update,Remove,PrvMem,VfyMem,PrvHist,VfyHist) where the algorithms Init,
Update, PrvMem and VfyMem work as above, and the other algorithms work as follows:

– (rt′, σ′) ← Remove(rt, σ, elem) removes element elem from the set and outputs updated state σ′

and digest rt′.
– π ← PrvHist(rt, σ′) given the current state σ′ (which has a current digest rt′) outputs a proof π

that rt is a historical state of the history accumulator.
– b ← VfyHist(rt, rt′, π) outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} verifying whether π is a valid proof that rt is a

digest of a historical state with respect to rt′. The output is b = 1 if the proof is accepted as valid
and b = 0 otherwise.

Informally, a history accumulator scheme should also be correct and sound. Correctness ensures
that for every element in the set, it should be easy to generate a membership proof, and for every
historical state, it should be easy to generate a history proof. Soundness ensures that for every element
not in the set, it should be infeasible to generate a membership proof, and for every state that is not
a historical state, it should be infeasible to generate a history proof.

This scheme can be instantiated by Merkle history trees [CW09, BKLZ20, TFZ+22], which are
known to support efficient membership proofs and history proofs [Cro10,LLK13].

Proof-carrying data Proof-carrying data (PCD) [CT10] enables a set of parties to carry out an
arbitrarily long distributed computation where every step is accompanied by a proof of correctness.

Let V (G) and E(G) denote the vertices and edges of a graph G. A transcript T is a directed acyclic
graph where each vertex u ∈ V (T) is labeled by local data z

(u)
loc and each edge e ∈ E(T) is labeled

by a message z(e) ̸= ⊥. The output of a transcript T, denoted o(T), is z(e
′) where e′ = (u, v) is the

lexicographically-first edge such that v is a sink.
A vertex u ∈ V (T) is φ-compliant for a predicate φ ∈ F if for all outgoing edges e = (u, v) ∈ E(T)

either: (1) if u has no incoming edges, φ(z(e), z(u)loc ,⊥, . . . ,⊥) evaluates to true or (2) if u has m incoming
edges e1, ..., em, φ(z(e), z(u)loc , z

(e1), . . . , z(em)) evaluates to true. A transcript T is φ-compliant if all of
its vertices are φ-compliant.

A proof-carrying data system PCD for a class of compliance predicates F consists of a tuple of
efficient algorithms (G, I,P,V), known as the generator, indexer, prover, and verifier algorithms, for
which the properties of completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero knowledge hold.

Completeness. PCD has perfect completeness if for every adversary A the following holds:

Pr


φ ∈ F

∧ φ(z, zloc, z1, . . . , zm) = 1
∧ (∀i, zi = ⊥ ∨ ∀i,V(ivk, zi, πi) = 1)

⇓
V(ivk, z, π) = 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pppcd ← G(1λ)

(φ, z, zloc, [zi, πi]
m
i=1)← A(pppcd)

(ipk, ivk)← I(pppcd, φ)
π ← P(ipk, z, zloc, [zi, πi]

m
i=1)

 = 1.

Knowledge soundness. PCD has knowledge soundness with respect to an auxiliary input distri-
bution D if for every expected polynomial-time adversary P̃ there exists an expected polynomial-time
extractor EP̃ such that for every set Z:

Pr

 φ ∈ F
∧ (pppcd, ai, φ, o(T), ao) ∈ Z
∧ T is φ-compliant

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pppcd ← G(1λ)
ai← D(pppcd)

(φ,T, ao)← EP̃(pppcd, ai)



≥ Pr

 φ ∈ F
∧ (pppcd, ai, φ, o, ao) ∈ Z
∧ V(ivk, o, π) = 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pppcd ← G(1λ)
ai← D(pppcd)

(φ, o, π, ao)← P̃(pppcd, ai)
(ipk, ivk)← I(pppcd, φ)

− negl(λ).
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Zero knowledge. PCD has (statistical) zero knowledge if there exists a PPT simulator S such
that for every honest adversary A the distributions below are statistically indistinguishable:

 (pppcd, φ, z, π)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pppcd ← G(1λ)

(φ, z, zloc, [zi, πi]
m
i=1)← A(pppcd)

(ipk, ivk)← I(pppcd, φ)
π ← P(ipk, z, zloc, [zi, πi]

m
i=1)

 and

 (pppcd, φ, z, π)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(pppcd, τ)← S(1λ)

(φ, z, zloc, [zi, πi]
m
i=1)← A(pppcd)

π ← S(τ, φ, z)


An adversary is honest if their output results in the implicant of the completeness condition being

satisfied with probability 1, i.e., φ ∈ F, φ(z, zloc, z1, . . . , zm) = 1, and either zi = ⊥ or V(ivk, zi, πi) = 1
for each incoming edge zi. A proof π has size poly(λ, |φ|); that is, the proof size is not allowed to grow
with each application of the prover algorithm P.

Our system uses the PCD construction of [BCL+21], which is based on split accumulation schemes.
Other constructions are described in [BCCT13], [BCTV14], Halo [BGH19], [BCMS20], Fractal [COS20],
and Halo Infinite [BDFG21]. Nova [KST22] is a recent IVC construction based on folding schemes,
however we require the more general notion of PCD to support multiple transaction inputs.

3.2 Privacy Pools

The privacy pool needs to keep track of the shielded addresses, the created records, and the nullifiers
that correspond to spent records. SNARK-friendly accumulators are used to support the privacy-
preserving transaction functionality. Specifically, the following data structures are used:

– Public Parameters. In the setup of the privacy pool, a trusted party generates public parameters
pppool that are available to all participants in the system.

– User Key Pairs. A user generates a key pair (sk, pk) when joining the privacy pool. The public
key pk is used for receiving coins and the secret key sk is used for creating transactions. The
public key is typically derived from the user’s Ethereum address addr and the generated secret
key. The user generates a key pair (sk′, pk′) for encryption and decryption of owner memos.

– Account List. The user’s public keys are stored in the account list of the privacy pool contract
upon registration. This list supports the anonymous transfer functionality of the privacy pool.

– Coin Commitments. A coin commitment cm is a commitment to details of a transaction out-
put, including the value amount amt and the recipient’s public key pk. The opening of the coin
commitment open is used in transaction creation and membership proof generation.

– Nullifier Sets. The privacy pool typically maintains a nullifier set to prevent double-spending
attacks. A nullifier nf can be constructed from an opening of a coin commitment cm and auxiliary
information aux.

– Owner Memos. An owner memo memo is used by the coin owner to create the coin commitment
from the encryption of the opening of the commitment. The memo can be shared with the recipient
directly. Alternatively, the memo can be posted on the public ledger as part of the transaction.

– Accumulators. The privacy pool typically uses sparse Merkle trees to efficiently prove set mem-
bership. For example, an on-chain accumulator rtc can maintain the set of coin commitments.

Some of these data structures may also be referenced by the disclosure system. For instance, it is
necessary to reference the nullifiers and the coin commitments in creating the membership proof.

The privacy pool interface is described below. The privacy pool supports an initial setup, account
registration, and financial transactions. The initial setup is run by a trusted party, and the transaction
processing is typically executed by a smart contract. Each of the transaction objects are created by
the client. We provide a specific implementation of the privacy pool interface in Appendix D.

– PrivacyPoolSetup(1λ) → pppool. This algorithm sets up the initial state of the privacy pool, in-
cluding the accumulator and configurable parameters. Returns the public parameters pppool.

– ProcessDepositTx(pppool, txdep) → b. This algorithm validates the deposit amount and transfers
funds from the sender address to the privacy pool contract address. Returns accept/reject bit b.

– ProcessTransferTxn,m(pppool, txtfr)→ b. This algorithm checks the value invariant and verifies the
transfer proof. If the transaction is valid, input nullifiers are added to the nullifier set and output
coin commitments are accumulated. Returns accept/reject bit b.
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– ProcessWithdrawalTxn(pppool, txwdr) → b. This algorithm validates the input coin commitments
and verifies the withdrawal proof. If the transaction is valid, input nullifiers are added to the
nullifier set and funds are sent to the recipient. Returns accept/reject bit b.

– ProcessRegistrationTx(pppool, txreg) → b. The pool will store the public keys (pk, pk′) for the user
in the account list. Returns accept/reject bit b.

The client supports the following operations for interacting with the privacy pool:

– GenerateKeyPair(pppool, addr) → (sk, pk, sk′, pk′). Given public parameters pppool and an address
addr, output a user key pair (sk, pk) and an encryption key pair (sk′, pk′).

– CreateRegistrationTx(pppool, pk)→ txreg. Given public parameters pppool and the user’s public keys
(pk, pk′), output a registration transaction txreg = (pk, pk′). This transaction registers the public
keys, which enables other users to send funds to the account using the key pk and encrypt the
owner memos using the encryption key pk′.

– CreateDepositTx(pppool, amt, pk)→ txdep. Given public parameters pp, a value amount amt, and a
user public key pk, output a deposit transaction txdep = (cm, amt). The deposit transaction will
transfer amt units of value from the sender to the privacy pool contract address.

– CreateTransferTxn,m(. . . ) → txtfr. Given public parameters pppool, a list of input user secret keys
skin, a list of openings of input coin commitments openin, a list of input addresses addrin, a list of
openings of output coin commitments openout, and a list of encryption public keys pk′, output a
transfer transaction txtfr = (nf, cm,memo, rtc, πt) where πt is the transfer proof. This transaction
will transfer value from the input coin owners to the output coin owners. This algorithm is
parametrized by the number of transaction inputs n and the number of transaction outputs m.

– CreateWithdrawalTxn(. . . ) → txwdr. Given public parameters pppool, a list of sender secret keys
skin, a list of openings of input coin commitments openin, a list of input addresses addrin, an
opening of a placeholder output coin commitment openout, and an output address addrout, output
a withdrawal transaction txwdr = (amt, addrout,nf, cm, rtc, πw) where πw is the withdrawal proof.
The withdrawal transaction will transfer amt units of value from the input coins to the output
address addrout. This algorithm is parametrized by the number of transaction inputs n.

The building blocks of the privacy pool must support the following interface:

– Coin Commitment Creation. A coin commitment cm is computed from its opening open. This
operation is denoted by cm := Com(open).

– Nullifier Creation. A nullifier is computed from the opening of the coin commitment open and
the auxiliary input aux. This operation is denoted by nf := Nullify(open, aux). Nullifiers must be
binding and hiding. This is typically achieved by using commitment schemes.

– Amount Extraction. The opening of the coin commitment must support the field extraction
operation amt := Value(open), which yields the value amount.

4 Definitions

4.1 System Entities

The disclosure system consists of accounts, allowlists, clients, managers, and the registry. The sys-
tem references the state of the privacy pool and user transactions, however it does not change the
functionality of the privacy pool. Hence it is backwards-compatible with existing privacy pool designs.

– Account. An externally-owned account controls units of a cryptocurrency and has a correspond-
ing public/private key pair. For simplicity, we refer to externally-owned accounts as accounts.

– Allowlist. A list of accounts that are not prohibited from financial interactions in certain settings,
such as a geographical jurisdiction. Each list is managed by a trusted party and updated regularly.

– Client. A client operates one or more accounts on the Ethereum blockchain and interacts with the
privacy pool through cryptocurrency deposits, transfers, and withdrawals. The client generates
membership proofs on a set of allowlists when transferring or withdrawing funds.

– Manager. An allowlist manager is responsible for specifying the members of the allowlist. The
manager may update the list over time by adding or removing members.

– Registry. The registry stores the current members of each of the allowlists in order to support
generation of membership proofs by the clients.

– Privacy Pool Contract. The privacy pool contract supports deposits and withdrawals of coins
from the pool and anonymous transfers of coins within the pool.
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4.2 Data Structures

The following data structures are introduced to support the disclosure system functionality. In Sec-
tion 2.4, we described an example of how membership declarations, deposit records, and transfer
records are produced in a typical workflow. These objects are managed by history accumulators.

– Public Parameters. In the setup of the disclosure system, a trusted party generates public
parameters ppdisc that are available to all participants in the system.

– Allowlists. An allowlist consists of a unique identifier al and a set of authorized addresses.
– Membership Proof Lists. A membership proof list π is a set of membership proofs for a coin

commitment. Each membership proof asserts membership on a specific allowlist in the system.
– Membership Declarations. A membership declaration decl := Hq(al∥pks) is a public reference

to an allowlist identifier al and a user’s public key pks.
– Deposit Records. A deposit record recdep := Hq(amt∥pks∥cm∥uid∥rtid) is a public record for a

deposit into the privacy pool that is derived from the value amount amt, the user’s public key
pks, the coin commitment cm generated upon deposit, the unique identifier uid of the deposit,
and the current digest of the membership declaration history accumulator rtid.

– Transfer Records. A transfer record rectfr := Hq(nf∥cm) is a public record for a pool transfer
that is derived from the nullifier nf for a transaction input and the coin commitment cm for a
transaction output. A transfer record is generated for each input-output pair.

– History Accumulators. The disclosure system uses sparse Merkle history trees to efficiently
prove set membership and ensure historical consistency. There are three history accumulators: the
membership declaration history accumulator with digest rtid, the deposit record history accumu-
lator with digest rtdep, and the transfer record history accumulator with digest rttfr. These history
accumulators are maintained off-chain using public information derived from the blockchain state.

The following definitions will be helpful for specifying the system’s interface:

– Asset. An asset A = (cm, I) consists of a coin commitment cm and auxiliary input I ∈ I con-
taining details of the system’s public state, where I = {0, 1}∗ is the auxiliary input distribution.
We let A = (Ai)

n
i=1 denote a list of n assets where n is the number of transaction inputs.

– Transaction Parameter. A transaction parameter γ ∈ {0, 1}∗ consists of details of a deposit,
transfer, or withdrawal transaction that are defined by the privacy pool construction and auxiliary
information that is needed to prove asset membership. In our construction, this string contains
information related to the membership declarations, deposit records, and history accumulators.

4.3 System Operations

The disclosure system supports the operations below, including an initial setup and transaction
processing methods to update the history accumulators. The update operations reference transactions
that are produced by the privacy pool, whose interface is described in Section 3.2.

– DisclosureSystemSetup(1λ) → ppdisc. This algorithm sets up the initial state of the disclosure
system, including history accumulators and account lists. Returns the public parameters ppdisc.

– ProcessDepositTx(ppdisc, txdep) → (b, recdep, uid). This algorithm creates and accumulates the de-
posit record and generates a unique identifier for the deposit transaction. Returns accept/reject
bit b, deposit record recdep, and unique identifier uid for the deposit transaction.

– ProcessTransferTxn,m(ppdisc, txtfr) → (b, rectfr). This algorithm creates and accumulates transfer
records for in-pool transfers. Returns accept/reject bit b and a list of transfer records rectfr.

– ProcessWithdrawalTxn(ppdisc, txwdr)→ (b, rectfr). This algorithm creates and accumulates transfer
records for pool withdrawals. Returns accept/reject bit b and a list of transfer records rectfr.

The client supports the following operations for interacting with the disclosure system. When a
client transfers funds within the privacy pool, the client will separately create a membership proof list
for each of the output coin commitments. When a client withdraws from the privacy pool, the client
generates a final membership proof list. The privacy pool contract checks for transaction validity,
but the contract does not have access to the membership proofs. These proofs can be communicated
through a direct channel to the recipient rather than being posted on the blockchain.
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– CreateMembershipProofn,m(ppdisc,A,γ,Ain,πin, al)→ (Aout,πout). Given public parameters ppdisc,
a list of assets A, a list of transaction parameters γ, a list of input assets Ain, a list of input
membership proof lists πin, and a list of allowlists al, output a list of assets Aout and a list of
membership proof lists πout. A membership proof list is generated for each transaction output
with respect to the allowlists al. This algorithm is run by the sender and parametrized by the
number of transaction inputs n and the number of transaction outputs m.

– VerifyMembershipProof(ppdisc, A, π, al) → b. Given public parameters ppdisc, an asset A, a mem-
bership proof π, and an allowlist al, return b ∈ {0, 1}. This algorithm is run by the recipient.

The manager supports the following operations for interacting with the disclosure system. These
operations result in the addition or removal of an address from the specified allowlists.

– AuthorizeAccount(ppdisc, pks, al) → (b,decl). Given public parameters pp, a user public key pks,
and a set of allowlists al, the registry updates the user’s membership on allowlists al if the user
is not already a member of each allowlist. Membership declarations are created and added to the
history accumulator. Returns accept/reject bit b and membership declaration list decl.

– RevokeMembership(ppdisc, pks, al) → b. Given public parameters pp, a user public key pks, and
a set of allowlists al, the registry revokes the user’s membership on allowlists al if the user is
currently a member of each allowlist. Membership declarations are removed from the history
accumulator. Returns accept/reject bit b.

4.4 Security Goals

The security goals of privacy pools consist of correctness, availability, confidentiality, and unlinkability.
Correctness ensures that a pool does not allow clients to spend coins that have already been spent

or that they do not own. Availability ensures that clients cannot be prevented from using the privacy
pool. Once coin commitments have been added to the contract state, clients cannot be prevented
from spending coins that they own and have not previously spent. Confidentiality and unlinkability
are the key privacy considerations. A pool ensures confidentiality of transactions if only the sender
and recipient learn the value amount associated with each transaction. A pool ensures unlinkability
of transfers and withdrawals if an adversary has a negligible advantage in guessing an input coin
commitment associated with a given transfer or withdrawal transaction.

Derecho does not alter the functionality of the privacy pool and thus preserves these correctness
and privacy properties. However, we also need to define additional correctness and privacy goals for
proof-carrying disclosures. Correctness ensures that a client cannot attest membership of a transaction
output on a given allowlist unless each of the transaction inputs has an attestation of membership
on this allowlist or is a deposit from an address that is registered on this allowlist. Privacy ensures
that the allowlist membership proof does not reveal anything besides the allowlist membership of the
transaction output (e.g., it does not reveal the private transaction details).

In our construction, correctness will follow from the definition of the compliance predicate and
privacy from the zero-knowledge property of the underlying PCD scheme. These properties are for-
malized below and are adapted from the general definition of PCD that is presented in Section 3.1.

4.5 Private Asset Membership

Definitions We require the following definitions to discuss the security of our construction.

– Historical State. The state of the system is represented with history accumulators ST for
transactions in the privacy pool and a history accumulator SM for membership declarations.
These history accumulators are managed offline and computed from the blockchain state.

– Transaction Validation. Let DT be a decider for transaction correctness and acceptance. Let
DT (ST , A, γ, (Ai)

n
i=1) = 1 if there is a corresponding correctly-formed txtfr or txwdr object that

has been accepted by the privacy pool operation ProcessTransferTx or ProcessWithdrawalTx, re-
spectively, and has (Ai)

n
i=1 corresponding to its inputs and has A corresponding to one of its

outputs. Let DT (ST , A, γ,⊥) = 1 if there is a corresponding well-formed txdep object that has
been accepted by the privacy pool operation ProcessDepositTx and has A as its output.

– Membership Validation. We let DM (SM , A, γ, al) be a decider that checks if the sender is a
member of allowlist al at the time of deposit.
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– Membership-Preserving Transaction. A membership-preserving transaction is one that sat-
isfies the following rule. For a non-empty set of assets A and asset B such that A are inputs to
the transaction and B is an output of the transaction, the asset B has membership on allowlist
al if and only if for each A ∈ A, A has membership on allowlist al. We also consider a deposit
transaction to be membership-preserving.

– Transaction Graph. A transaction graph G is a directed acyclic graph that consists of a set
of vertices V (G) and a set of edges E(G) where each vertex v ∈ V (G) corresponds to a deposit,
transfer, or withdrawal transaction and each edge e ∈ E(G) corresponds to a transaction output.

– Provenance Transcript. A provenance transcript PT is a transaction graph where each vertex
u ∈ V (PT) is labeled by a transaction parameter γ(u) and each edge e ∈ E(PT) is labeled
by an asset A(e) ̸= ⊥. The output of the provenance transcript, denoted o(PT), is A(e′) where
e′ = (u, v) is the first edge such that v is a sink in the lexicographic ordering of the edges.
We say that a provenance transcript is compliant if all of the transactions corresponding to the
labels are correctly-formed, accepted by the privacy pool, and membership-preserving. We let
DC(ST , SM ,PT) be a decider for whether a provenance transcript is compliant according to the
labels and the historical state.

Algorithms Given a privacy pool POOL, a disclosure system DISC, and a security parameter λ, a
Private Asset Membership scheme is a tuple PAM = (G,P,V), where G is called the generator, P is
called the prover, and V is called the verifier. These algorithms work as follows:

– The generator G(1λ) → pp, given a security parameter λ, generates the public parameters pp.
The public parameters contain global information such as the history accumulators ST and SM .

– The prover P(pp, A, γ,Ain,πin, al) → π, given asset A, a transaction parameter γ, input assets
Ain = (Ai)i∈[n], input proofs πin = (πi)i∈[n], and allowlist al, returns membership proof π.

– The verifier V(pp, A, π, al) → b, given asset A, membership proof π, and allowlist al, returns a
decision b ∈ {0, 1} for whether asset A has membership on allowlist al.

Properties The completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero knowledge properties must hold for G,
P, and V. These properties are defined below.

Completeness. It must always be possible to prove the membership of an asset with membership
on allowlist al. For every adversary A, the following holds:

Pr


(DT (ST , A, γ,⊥) = 1 ∧DM (SM , A, γ, al) = 1)

∨ (DT (ST , A, γ, (Ai)
n
i=1) = 1 ∧ ∀i,V(pp, Ai, πi, al))
⇓

V(pp, A, π, al) = 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp← G(1λ)

(A, γ, [Ai, πi]
n
i=1, al)← A(pp)

π ← P(pp, A, γ, [Ai, πi]
n
i=1, al)

 = 1.

Knowledge soundness. If the verifier accepts a proof π for an asset generated by some adversary,
then the asset has membership on allowlist al, and moreover, the adversary “knows” a compliant
provenance transcript PT with output A.

Formally, a PAM scheme PAM has the knowledge soundness property if, for every expected
polynomial-time adversary A, there exists an expected polynomial-time knowledge extractor E that
can output a provenance transcript PT such that, for every sufficiently large security parameter λ,

Pr

 V(pp, A, π, al) = 1
∧ (o(PT) ̸= A ∨DC(ST , SM ,PT) = 0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp← G(1λ)

(A, π, al)← A(pp)
PT← E(pp)

 ≤ negl(λ).

Zero knowledge. The PAM proofs reveal nothing besides the allowlist membership of the assets.
Formally, the proofs are (statistical) zero knowledge if there exists a PPT simulator S such that for
every honest adversary A the distributions below are statistically indistinguishable.

 (pp, A, π, al)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp← G(1λ)

(A, γ, [Ai, πi]
n
i=1, al)← A(pp)

π ← P(pp, A, γ, [Ai, πi]
n
i=1, al)

 and

 (pp, A, π, al)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(pp, τ)← S(1λ)

(A, γ, [Ai, πi]
m
i=1, al)← A(pp)

π ← S(τ, A, al)
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5 Construction

We now present the details of our construction. After outlining the building blocks of the system in
Section 5.1, we precisely define the membership proof statement in Section 5.2. We present a detailed
specification of the disclosure system algorithms in Section 5.3. We present our formal construction
of the Derecho Private Asset Membership scheme in Section 5.4 and sketch the security proof in
Section 5.5. Since our system does not involve any changes to the functionality of the privacy pool,
we defer a detailed discussion of the privacy pool algorithms to Appendix D.

5.1 Building Block Algorithms

Below we describe how to compute each of the key objects of the disclosure system. These algorithms
are used in updating the history accumulators and producing the membership proofs.

– Membership Declaration Creation. For an allowlist al and public key pks, the membership
declaration is computed by decl := Hq(al∥pks).

– Deposit Record Creation. A deposit record is computed using a hash function that is ap-
plied to the value amount amt, the user’s public key pks, the coin commitment cm gener-
ated upon deposit, the unique identifier uid of the deposit transaction, and the current digest
of the membership declaration history accumulator rtid. The deposit record is computed by
recdep := DepositRecord(open, pks, uid, rtid) = Hq(Amt(open)∥pks∥Com(open)∥uid∥rtid), where open
is the opening of the coin commitment cm generated upon deposit.

– Transfer Record Creation. A transfer record is computed using a hash function that is applied
to an input nullifier nf and an output coin commitment cm. The transfer record is computed by
rectfr := Hq(nf∥cm) without reference to any private values.

5.2 Recursive Membership Proofs

This section defines the PCD system for attestations of allowlist membership for a transaction output.
Let n be the number of transaction inputs, m be the number of transaction outputs, and l be the
number of allowlists. For simplicity, we fix the set of allowlists (alj)j∈[l] to yield a set of compliance
predicates (φj)j∈[l]. We refer to Section 3.1 for a complete description of proof-carrying data.

The compliance predicate φj is a function of the message z, the local data zloc, and the incoming
messages (zi)i∈[n]. Each compliance predicate φj is defined with respect to a specific allowlist alj . A
message z consists of public data associated with the transaction output: the input nullifiers, the out-
put coin commitment, and additional data related to the transfer records and history accumulators.
The local data zloc consists of private data associated with the transaction output: input and output
coin commitment openings, auxiliary inputs for the nullifier computation, membership declarations,
deposit information, membership witnesses for the accumulated elements (i.e., deposit records, trans-
fer records, and membership declarations), and history proofs for the history accumulator digests.

Each transfer transaction corresponds to a vertex in the proof-carrying data graph G. This vertex
typically has n incoming edges and m outgoing edges. However, this vertex has no incoming edges
when all transaction inputs consist of fresh deposits to the privacy pool. For a node with incoming
edges, each message zi corresponds to a message that was generated as the output of a previous
transaction. If the node has no incoming edges, zi = ⊥. A vertex u is φj-compliant if for all outgoing
edges with message z either: (1) if u has no incoming edges, φj(z, zloc,⊥, . . . ,⊥) evaluates to true or (2)
if u has n incoming edges, φj(z, zloc, z1, . . . , zn) evaluates to true. Note that zi = ⊥ or V(ivkj , zi, πi) =
1 for each incoming edge zi. The prover generates an output proof π = P(ipkj , z, zloc, [zi, πi]

m
i=1).

If a vertex has no incoming edges, this indicates that each transaction input is a coin that was
generated upon deposit to the pool. This is the base case of the compliance predicate. In this case, the
predicate performs a series of checks for each transaction input. The predicate checks that the deposit
record is correctly computed from the public data (i.e, the value amount, the user’s public key, the
deposit coin commitment, the unique identifier of the deposit transaction, and the current digest of the
membership declaration history accumulator) and verifies that the deposit record is accumulated. The
predicate checks that the membership declaration is correctly computed from the allowlist identifier
and the user’s public key and verifies that the membership declaration is accumulated. In this case, the
prover is computing an attestation from public information in such a way that the initial attestation
can be reused in subsequent attestations.
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If a vertex has n incoming edges, this indicates that each transaction input is a coin that was the
output of a previous transfer transaction. In this case, the membership proof for this transaction will
attest to the validity of previous membership proofs with respect to previous messages. However, a
problem arises where the history accumulator digests of previous messages may be stale with respect
to the current state of the history accumulator for the current message. We thus additionally need
to prove that the prior history accumulator digests represent correct historical states with respect
to the current history accumulator digest. Otherwise, there is no guarantee that the prior history
accumulator digests correspond to valid prior contract states. The predicate will ensure consistency by
verifying that the prior history accumulator digest of message zi is a valid historical digest according to
the current history accumulator digest of message z. The predicate will verify history proofs for three
history accumulators: the membership declaration history accumulator, the deposit record history
accumulator, and the transfer record history accumulator. The history accumulators store public
information derived from the blockchain state that is useful for ensuring that the membership proofs
are consistent with the current state of the blockchain.

In both cases, the predicate computes nullifiers for the transaction inputs based on the input coin
commitment openings and auxiliary data. The predicate computes the output coin commitment from
its opening. The details of this logic are determined by the privacy pool. The predicate ensures the
consistency of the output coin commitments of the previous messages with the input coin commitment
openings of the current local data. Finally, the predicate computes the transfer record for each pair
of input nullifier and output coin commitment and verifies that the transfer record is accumulated.

While these computations reference the (private) local data, the resulting proofs can be veri-
fied with respect to the corresponding (public) message. Each transaction output corresponds to an
outgoing edge in the PCD graph, so each transaction output has a corresponding membership proof.

From the recipient’s perspective, it is important to check the validity of the public information in
the message z with respect to the privacy pool contract state, in addition to verifying the proof π with
respect to the message z. Otherwise, it is not guaranteed that the membership proof is meaningful.
The recipient should be able to perform this check at any time with access to the current state.

Our design offers flexibility in combining coins with membership proofs on distinct sets of allowlists
that have a non-empty intersection. For instance, a coin with membership proofs on allowlists al1 and
al2 may be spent along with a coin with a membership proof on allowlist al1 to produce a new coin
with a membership proof on allowlist al1 only.

Recall that membership proof generation does not require changes to the functionality of the
privacy pool. Membership proofs are generated alongside the privacy pool transactions and provided
directly to recipients. As a result, there is no increase in the gas costs of these transactions.

– Message z := (nf, cm, rtid, rtdep, rttfr, rectfr):
• nf := (nfi)i∈[n]: Nullifiers for transaction inputs.
• cm: Output coin commitment.
• rtid: Digest of membership declaration history accumulator.
• rtdep: Digest of deposit record history accumulator.
• rttfr: Digest of transfer record history accumulator.
• rectfr := (rectfri )i∈[n]: Transfer records derived from public information.

– Local data zloc := (openin, openout, auxin,decl, recdep,pk,uid,wid, cid,wdep, cdep,wtfr, ctfr):
• openin := (openini )i∈[n]: Input coin commitment openings.
• openout: Output coin commitment opening.
• auxin := (auxini )i∈[n]: Auxiliary inputs for nullifier computation.
• decl := (decli)i∈[n]: Membership declarations for the allowlist alj .
• recdep := (recdepi )i∈[n]: Deposit records for the deposit transactions.
• pk := (pki)i∈[n]: Public keys for the deposit transactions.
• uid := (uidi)i∈[n]: Unique identifiers for the deposit transactions.
• wid := (wid

i )i∈[n]: Membership witnesses for membership declarations decl and digest rtid.
• cid := (cidi )i∈[n]: History proofs for digest rtid with respect to previous digests r̂t

id
i .

• wdep := (wdep
i )i∈[n]: Membership witnesses for deposit records recdep and digest rtdep.

• cdep := (cdepi )i∈[n]: History proofs for digest rtdep with respect to previous digests r̂t
dep
i .

• wtfr := (wtfr
i )i∈[n]: Membership witnesses for transfer records rectfr and digest rttfr.

• ctfr := (ctfri )i∈[n]: History proofs for digest rttfr with respect to previous digests r̂t
tfr
i .
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– Previous messages (zi)i∈[n]:
• zi := (n̂fi, ĉmi, r̂t

id
i , r̂t

dep
i , r̂t

tfr
i , ˆrectfr)

• zi is a message for the i-th transaction input.
• Each message zi has the same format as z.

– Previous proofs (πi)i∈[n]:
• πi is a proof for the i-th transaction input.
• Each proof πi can be verified with respect to zi.

– Compliance predicate φj(z, zloc, z1, . . . , zn) for allowlist alj :
• For i ∈ [n]:

∗ For base case (zi = ⊥), check the following:
· decli = Hq(alj∥pki)
· HA.VfyMem(rtid,w

id
i , decli)

· recdepi = DepositRecord(openini , pki, uidi, rtid)

· HA.VfyMem(rtdep,w
dep
i , recdepi )

∗ Otherwise, check the consistency of messages:
· ĉmi = Com(openini )

· HA.VfyHist(r̂t
id
i , rtid, c

id
i )

· HA.VfyHist(r̂t
dep
i , rtdep, c

dep
i )

· HA.VfyHist(r̂t
tfr
i , rttfr, c

tfr
i )

• For i ∈ [n]:
∗ nfi = Nullify(openini , aux

in
i )

• cm = Com(openout)
• For i ∈ [n]:

∗ rectfri = Hq(nfi∥cm)
∗ HA.VfyMem(rttfr,w

tfr
i , rectfri )

5.3 Disclosure System Algorithms

We present the disclosure system algorithms in Figure 2. An example implementation of the pri-
vacy pool interface is contained in Appendix D. Recall that the client may create and submit three
types of financial transactions to the pool: deposit transactions, transfer transactions, and withdrawal
transactions. Membership proofs are produced alongside transfer and withdrawal transactions.

5.4 Private Asset Membership

We present our formal construction of the Derecho Private Asset Membership (PAM) scheme in
Algorithms 1, 2 and 3. Recall that a PAM scheme PAM = (G,P,V) consists of generator, prover, and
verifier algorithms. We present a security proof for the properties of this construction in Section 5.5.

5.5 Disclosure System Security

We present a security proof for the properties of proof-carrying disclosures that were discussed in
Section 4.4. The details of the compliance predicate were presented in Section 5.2.

Correctness of proof-carrying disclosures follows from the completeness and knowledge soundness
of the PAM scheme. For privacy, we must show that the asset A and membership proof π do not
reveal anything about the private transaction details. First, note that the corresponding message z
for the asset A consists of public information that is already known by the recipient of the message.
The nullifiers nf and output coin commitment cm are contained in the public state and linked by the
corresponding transaction. The history accumulator digests (rtid, rtdep, rttfr) are part of the public state.
The transfer records rectfr are determined by the nullifiers and output coin commitment. Hence, the
asset A does not reveal private transaction details. The membership proof π does not reveal anything
about these details according to the zero knowledge property of the PAM scheme.

We now sketch the proof that the Derecho PAM scheme satisfies the desired properties. Recall
that a PAM scheme PAM = (G,P,V) consists of generator, prover, and verifier algorithms with
properties of completeness, knowledge soundness, and zero knowledge as defined in Section 4.5.
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DisclosureSystemSetup(1λ)

Sample hash function Hq : {0, 1}∗ → Fq

Create (rtid, σid) = HA.Init(1λ)

Create (rtdep, σdep) = HA.Init(1λ)

Create (rttfr, σtfr) = HA.Init(1λ)

Construct PCD compliance predicates (φj)j∈[l]

Perform PCD setup: pppcd = PCD.G(1λ)

for j ∈ [l] do

Generate keys: ipkj , vpkj ← PCD.I(pppcd, φj)

endfor

Set AuthAccountList = {}
Populate AuthAccountList for each allowlist alj

Set ppdisc = {Hq, rtid, σid, rtdep, σdep, rttfr, σtfr,

(ipkj , vpkj)j∈[l],AuthAccountList}
return ppdisc

ProcessDepositTx(ppdisc, txdep)

Parse (cm, amt) = txdep

Set pks = txdep.sender

Compute unique identifier uid for deposit
Compute recdep = Hq(amt∥pks∥cm∥uid∥rtid)
Update rtdep = HA.Update(rtdep, σdep, recdep)

return (1, recdep, uid)

ProcessTransferTxn,m(ppdisc, txtfr)

Parse (nf, cm,memo, rtc, πt) = txtfr

Set rectfr = []

for i ∈ [m] do

for j ∈ [n] do

Create transfer record rectfr = Hq(nf[j]∥cm[i])

Update rttfr = HA.Update(rttfr, σtfr, rectfr)

Add rectfr to rectfr

endfor

endfor

return (1, rectfr)

ProcessWithdrawalTxn(ppdisc, txwdr)

Parse (amt, addrout, nf, cm, rtc, πw) = txwdr

Set rectfr = []

for i ∈ [n] do

Set nf = nf[i]

Create transfer record rectfr = Hq(nf∥cm)

Update rttfr = HA.Update(rttfr, σtfr, rectfr)

Add rectfr to rectfr

endfor

return (1, rectfr)

CreateMembershipProofn,m(ppdisc,A,γ,Ain,πin, al)

Set Aout = [] and πout = []

Parse z from A, zloc from γ, and zin from Ain

for al ∈ al do

Compute index j for allowlist al

for i ∈ [m] do

Compute πout
ji = PCD.P(ipkj , zji, z

loc
ji , [z

in
jk, π

in
jk]

n
k=1)

Set Aout[j][i] = A and πout[j][i] = πout
ji

endfor

endfor

return (Aout,πout)

VerifyMembershipProof(ppdisc, A, π, al)

Parse message z from asset A

Compute index j for allowlist al

Compute verification result b = PCD.V(ivkj , z, π)
return b

AuthorizeAccount(ppdisc, pks, al)

Set decl = []

for al ∈ al do

Require pks is not in AuthAccountList[al]

Add pks to AuthAccountList[al]

Compute decl = Hq(al∥pks)
Add decl to decl

Update rtid = HA.Update(rtid, σid, decl)

endfor

return (1, decl)

RevokeMembership(ppdisc, pks, al)

for al ∈ al do

Require pks is in AuthAccountList[al]

Compute decl = Hq(al∥pks)
Update rtid = HA.Remove(rtid, σid, decl)

endfor

return 1

Fig. 2: Disclosure System Algorithms.
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Algorithm 1 Derecho generator G(1λ)

Input: security parameter λ
Output: public parameters pp

1: pppool ← POOL.PrivacyPoolSetup(λ)
2: ppdisc ← DISC.DisclosureSystemSetup(λ)
3: return (pppool, ppdisc)

Algorithm 2 Derecho prover P(pp, A, γ,Ain,πin, al)

Input: asset A, transaction parameter γ, input assets Ain, membership proofs πin, allowlist al
Output: membership proof π
1: (Aout,πout)← DISC.CreateMembershipProof(ppdisc, [[A]], [[γ]], [Ain], [πin], [al])

2: Check A
?
= Aout[0][0]

3: return πout[0][0]

Algorithm 3 Derecho verifier V(pp, A, π, al)

Input: asset A, membership proof π, allowlist al
Output: verification result b ∈ {0, 1}
1: b← DISC.VerifyMembershipProof(ppdisc, A, π, [al])
2: return b

Completeness We prove correctness of the compliance predicate in two parts. These parts correspond
to the base case (deposit) and the regular case (transfer/withdrawal) of the compliance predicate. To
simplify the analysis, we let n = 1, where n is the number of transaction inputs. It is easy to see that
the case of n > 1 follows directly from the proofs in these two parts.

First, let z be a message with local data zloc that corresponds to an accepted transaction that
spends a deposit originating from an address pkin1 on allowlist al. The correctness of the computation of
membership declaration decl1 and deposit record recdep1 follows from the logic of the ProcessDepositTx
and AuthorizeAccount algorithms. Furthermore, the correctness of set membership verification follows
from the correctness of the history accumulator scheme. The correctness of nullifier computation and
output coin commitment computation follows from the acceptance of the transaction by the privacy
pool. In particular, these computations are verified in the CreateTransferTx and ProcessTransferTx
algorithms of the privacy pool, and the compliance predicate repeats this logic. The correctness of
the computation of transfer record rectfr follows from the logic of the ProcessTransferTx algorithm.

Second, let z be a message with local data zloc that corresponds to an accepted transaction that
spends the output of a previous transfer transaction with membership on allowlist al. The correctness
of historical state verification follows from the correctness of the history accumulator scheme. The
correctness of the computation of the previous output coin commitment follows from the completeness
of the PCD scheme. The correctness of the computation of the nullifier, the current output coin
commitment, and the transfer record follows as above. Likewise, the correctness of set membership
verification follows from the correctness of the history accumulator scheme.

The successful verification of the previous membership proof follows from the completeness of the
PCD scheme. Hence the final proof will be convincing with probability 1.

Knowledge Soundness The compliant provenance transcript can be viewed as a transcript in the PCD
scheme, where the assets are the messages on the edges, and the transaction parameters are the local
data at the nodes. The knowledge soundness of the PAM scheme then follows from the knowledge
soundness of the PCD scheme.

LetA be an adversary that is attacking the Derecho PAM scheme. To show knowledge soundness,
we must find a polynomial-time extractor E such that whenever a convincing proof π is found that
A is an asset with membership on the allowlist al, E produces the evidence γ.

UsingA, we constructAPCD, an adversary attacking the PCD scheme. Given the public parameters
of the PAM scheme (including system state) as auxiliary input, the adversary APCD will run the
adversary A to produce a PCD message o and a proof π corresponding to the output of A. From an
equivalent formulation of the PCD knowledge soundness property, there is an extractor P̃ such that
(for sufficiently large λ) and every (polynomial-length) auxiliary input ai, the following holds:
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Pr

 φ ∈ F
∧ (o(T) ̸= o ∨ T is not φ-compliant)

∧ V(ivk, o, π) = 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pppcd ← G(1λ)
ai← D(pppcd)

(φ, o, π, ao)← P̃(pppcd, ai)
(ipk, ivk)← I(pppcd, φ)

 ≤ negl(λ).

The extractor E works as follows. When A outputs an asset A and a proof π, invoke the extractor
P̃ and read off the compliant provenance transcript from the output transcript’s labels. Since A
outputs a PCD proof, it follows that V(A, π, al) = 1 if the difference in the probability that T is
φ-compliant and the probability that PT is compliant is negligible. Recall that a transcript T is
φ-compliant if all of its vertices are φ-compliant. A vertex is φ-compliant for a predicate φ ∈ F
if for all outgoing edges e = (u, v) ∈ E(T) in the transcript, either: (1) if u has no incoming edges,
φ(z(e), z

(u)
loc ,⊥, . . . ,⊥) = 1 or (2) if u has m incoming edges e1, ..., em, φ(z(e), z(u)loc , z

(e1), . . . , z(em)) = 1.
Similarly, a provenance transcript PT is compliant if all of its vertices are compliant, i.e., all of
the transactions that correspond to to the labels of the provenance transcript are correctly-formed,
accepted by the pool, and membership-preserving. If T is φ-compliant but PT is not compliant, then
the compliance predicate φ has not captured the desired security properties, i.e., an asset has an
invalid attestation of allowlist membership.

To show these probabilities are negligibly close, we need to consider two cases for the transaction
input logic in the compliance predicate. In the base case (zi = ⊥), the difference in these probabilities
is negligible according to the soundness of the history accumulator scheme, the collision-resistance
of the hash function, and the binding property of the commitment scheme. Specifically, it is hard to
find an invalid membership witness w that causes the VfyMem algorithm of the history accumulator
to accept, and it is hard to find an invalid history proof c that causes the VfyHist algorithm of the
history accumulator to accept. Likewise, it is hard to find a collision for the hash function or open the
commitment to an invalid value. In the regular case (zi ̸= ⊥), the difference in these probabilities is
negligible according to the soundness of the history accumulator scheme and the binding property of
the commitment scheme. The transaction logic is sound as it simply repeats the transaction logic that
is defined by the privacy pool. The transfer record logic is sound according to the collision-resistance
of the hash function and the soundness of the history accumulator scheme.

Zero Knowledge The (statistical) zero knowledge property of the PAM scheme follows directly from
the zero knowledge property of the PCD scheme. In particular, the PCD simulator S can be used to
construct the PAM simulator S needed to show that the PAM scheme is zero knowledge.

6 Evaluation

We implement our construction of proof-carrying disclosures using Rust and the Arkworks ecosys-
tem [ac22]. Our implementation consists of ≈ 5500 lines of code and is available open source.2 The
implementation consists of the compliance predicate circuit and a system for generating proof-carrying
disclosures for example transactions. The constraints and proof-carrying data primitives are imple-
mented using Arkworks. We instantiate the PCD scheme of [BCL+21] with the Pasta cycle of elliptic
curves [Hop20].3 This scheme optimizes for prover efficiency and uses a transparent setup.

The compliance predicate circuit consists of 51,062 constraints. A component-wise breakdown of
the constraints is provided in Table 3. The verification of the membership proofs and history proofs
accounts for the majority of the constraints in the compliance predicate. The constraint count has
been optimized by using the Poseidon [GKR+21] hash function.

We evaluated the performance on a laptop with an Apple M1 Max processor. Figure 4 contains
proving/verification times for a range of Merkle tree depth values. For a Merkle tree depth of 20 and
single-threaded execution, the setup time was 5.5 seconds, the proving time was 19.5 seconds, and the
verification time was 13.0 seconds. With multi-threaded execution, the setup time was 2.0 seconds,
the proving time was 3.4 seconds, and the verification time was 1.9 seconds. The proof size was 6.3
MB for a tree depth of 20. Other PCD schemes such as [BCTV14] could be used, resulting in different
2 https://github.com/joshbeal/derecho
3 If the privacy pool uses a different curve for hash computation (e.g., the BN-254 curve), there will be

overhead from non-native field arithmetic in verifying the nullifier and coin commitment computations. In
this evaluation, we assume usage of the Poseidon hash function with the Pallas curve as in Zcash [HBHW22].

https://github.com/joshbeal/derecho
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Component Sub-component Constraints

Membership
Value Computation 1,258
Membership Proof 6,161

History Proof 6,161

Deposit Record
Value Computation 7,142
Membership Proof 6,161

History Proof 6,161

Transfer Record
Value Computation 1,990
Membership Proof 6,161

History Proof 6,161

Transaction Value Computation 3,705
Value Consistency 1

Total – 51,062

Fig. 3: Component-wise breakdown of R1CS
constraints for the compliance predicate in
the recursive membership proof.
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Fig. 4: Recursive membership proof generation
time and verification time for a range of system
parameters and parallel processing configurations.

tradeoffs in the setup type, proving/verification time, and proof size. The scheme of [BCTV14] results
in short proofs (≈ 200 bytes) but yields a significantly higher proving time.

Our design does not introduce additional gas costs and does not change the functionality of the
privacy pool contract. The registry containing the allowlists and the history accumulators can be
maintained offline based on the blockchain state.

7 Discussion

Extensions Derecho supports attestations of membership on allowlists. Allowlists can also be used
to implement blocklists by simply including every unblocked address on the allowlist. The challenge
with supporting blocklists more directly is that a user can easily transfer funds from a blocklisted
address pks to a fresh Ethereum address pk′s before depositing into the privacy pool. The funds might
then be transfered several hops within the pool before the blocklist could be updated to include pk′s.
At this stage, the output records of these hops would include valid proofs of non-membership. It
would be infeasible to require these proofs to be updated relative to the newer states of the blocklists
because the holders of those records do not have knowledge of the records’ origin, only the non-
membership attestations that were valid against the previous blocklist states. In the case of allowlists,
users can be required to register new addresses on the allowlists so that freshly created addresses
are not automatically included, preventing users from undermining the disclosure proof system by
creating a fresh Ethereum address before depositing into the pool. Given that using allowlists to
implement blocklists results in enormously large lists, it would be interesting to develop alternative
constructions that more directly support blocklist non-membership proofs, while preventing attacks
of the nature described above. One solution is to require a proof of account age to avoid the issue
with freshly created addresses. There are known solutions to efficiently proving account age using
historical blockchain data [Int23]. Furthermore, there are PCD-friendly accumulators such as indexed
Merkle trees [TKPS21] that support relatively efficient non-membership proofs.

Derecho addresses the common scenario where a sanctioned organization exploits a smart contract
to steal cryptocurrency and launders the stolen funds through a privacy pool. However, a potential
concern is that an entity who had funds in the pool before becoming sanctioned or receives funds
through an in-pool transfer might subsequently transfer those funds to another person/entity. One
solution to this problem, requiring minimal changes to the compliance predicate, is as follows. Users
can additionally register their shielded addresses on allowlists. The shielded address pk can be com-
puted by rerandomizing the public Ethereum address pks (e.g., pk = Hq(sk∥pks) where sk is the secret
key). When creating a disclosure, the sender can additionally prove that its current shielded address
is allowed. In this extension, the transfer record should reference the current state of the membership
declaration accumulator rtid to enforce that the current state of the allowlist is used at each step.
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While it may be difficult to sanction an entity based on its actions inside a privacy pool, this is an
independent concern. The allowlist manager may rely on other information for authorization.

Limitations Under stricter circumstances, an exchange may wish to know that certain funds did
not recently pass through newly sanctioned entities in the pool (even if they were allowed at the
time of transfer). While Derecho supports removal of addresses from allowlists to facilitate sanctions
on previously approved entities, it may be desirable to additionally support revocation of allowlist
membership proofs for existing transaction outputs. However, this would conflict with the privacy
goals. Suppose there exists a construction where a single address may be removed from an allowlist
al to create a new allowlist al′ such that old membership proofs for al can be updated to support
verification against al′. Then a membership proof that was previously valid against the old allowlist
al but not the new allowlist al′ can be used to break the privacy guarantee of unlinkability. More
precisely, this implies that the party who is able to compute al′ and the party who is able to update a
membership proof π for funds stored at a given record within the privacy pool would be able to collude
at any time to discover all addresses on al from which the funds originated. We leave exploration of
relaxed privacy models that might be compatible with membership proof revocation for future work.

8 Related Work

Sander and Ta-Shma [ST99] and Camenisch et al. [CHL06] established the foundations of account-
able privacy for ecash systems. With the growing popularity of cryptocurrencies, several works have
examined trade-offs between privacy and accountability/auditability in the design of decentralized
payment systems. Garman et al. [GGM16] demonstrates how to add privacy-preserving policy en-
forcement mechanisms to the Zerocash design. UTT [TBA+22] designs a decentralized payment sys-
tem that limits the the amount of currency sent per month using the notion of an anonymity budget.
Platypus [WKDC22] and PEReDi [KKS22] explore the design of central bank digital currencies (CB-
DCs) with privacy-preserving regulatory functionality. Platypus focuses on enforcement of anonymity
budgets and total balance limits. PEReDi supports compliance with regulations such as Know Your
Customer (KYC), Anti Money Laundering (AML), and Combating Financing of Terrorism (CFT).
Their system aims to avoid a single point of failure by distributing the policy enforcement mechanism.
CAP [Esp22] introduces Configurable Asset Privacy schemes, which support private transfers of het-
erogeneous assets with custom viewing and freezing policies. ZEBRA [RPX+22] develops anonymous
credentials that support auditability and revocation while enabling efficient on-chain verification. We
refer to [CBC21] for a more detailed study of these research challenges.

ZEXE [BCG+20] provides a general framework for privacy-preserving blockchain applications in
which the application state is a system of records, transactions create and nullify records, and all
records have birth and death predicates defining the conditions under which they can be created or
nullified. Transactions contain zero-knowledge proofs that these predicates are satisfied. As the authors
note, this captures membership proofs of records on allowlists/blocklists as a special case (described in
detail through a “regulation-friendly private stablecoin” example). In terms of comparison to Derecho,
the ZEXE regulation-friendly stablecoin example restricts users of the stablecoin to a single allowlist
(or blocks users on a single blocklist), represented as a credential assigned to the public key address of
a user, while Derecho does not alter the functionality of privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies, enabling
users to separately disclose allowlist provenance off-chain. Unlike Derecho, ZEXE does not address
how users can prove statements about the origin of records within a hidden transaction graph, nor
the added challenge that the users themselves cannot see the full details of transaction history aside
from allowlist membership proofs of their existing records.

Proof-carrying data [CT10] (PCD) generalizes the notion of incrementally verifiable computa-
tion [Val08] (IVC) from sequential computation to distributed computation over a directed acyclic
graph. The initial paper proposing PCD proposed several applications to the integrity of distributed
computations, including distributed program analysis, type safety, IT supply chains, and conjectured
applications to financial systems. Naveh and Tromer [NT16] proposed an application of PCD to image
authentication, i.e., proving the authenticity of photos even after they have been edited according
to a permissible set of transformations (e.g., cropping, rotation, scaling), which would invalidate sig-
natures on the original image data. PCD (and IVC as a special case) has been used to construct
authenticated data structures with richer invariants, such as append-only dictionaries [TFZ+22] and
incrementally verifiable ledger systems [BMRS20,CCDW20].
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A Cryptographic Primitives

We provide definitions of additional cryptographic primitives that are commonly used in the imple-
mentation of privacy pools. We describe an example construction of a privacy pool in Appendix D.

Public-key encryption schemes A public-key encryption scheme is of a triple of efficient algorithms
E = (Gen,Enc,Dec) where:

– (pk, sk) ← Gen(1λ) is a PPT key generation algorithm that outputs a key pair consisting of a
public key pk and a private key sk. The public key defines a message spaceMpk.

– ct← Enc(pk,msg) is a PPT encryption algorithm that outputs a ciphertext ct when given a public
key pk and a message msg ∈Mpk.

– msg ← Dec(sk, ct) is a polynomial-time decryption algorithm that given a ciphertext ct and the
secret key sk whose corresponding public key pk was used to generate the ciphertext, outputs the
encrypted message in plaintext. The output msg is a special reject value if decryption failed.

We require that Pr[Dec(sk,Enc(pk,msg)) = msg] = 1 for all key pairs and messages. We require
that the scheme has the IND-CPA and IK-CPA properties. The ElGamal scheme has these properties.

zk-SNARKs A preprocessing zk-SNARK (zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argument of knowl-
edge) with universal SRS (structured reference string) consists of a tuple of efficient algorithms
ARG = (G, I,P,V) where:

– srs← G(1λ, N) is a PPT generation algorithm that samples an SRS that supports indices of size
up to N . This is the universal setup, which is carried out once and used across all future circuits.

– (ek, vk) ← Isrs(i) is a polynomial-time indexing algorithm that outputs the proving key ek and
verification key vk for a circuit with description i. This algorithm has oracle access to the SRS.

– π ← P(ek, x, w) is a PPT proving algorithm that outputs the proof given the instance x and the
witness w.

– b← V(vk, x, π) is a polynomial-time verification algorithm that outputs an accepting bit b ∈ {0, 1}
given the verification key vk, the instance x, and a proof π. The bit b = 1 denotes acceptance of
the proof for the instance, while b = 0 denotes rejection of the proof.

We require the standard security properties of completeness, knowledge soundness, zero knowledge,
and succinctness. We additionally require simulation extractability. Informally, this property ensures
that an adversary cannot generate a proof unless the adversary has seen the witness. This is needed
to guarantee non-malleability of proofs. We refer to [GKK+22] for a formal definition of this property.
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B Building Block Algorithms

We provide a specific implementation of the building block algorithms of the privacy pool below.
This is a basic implementation of the algorithms that illustrates the key ideas. Some minor changes,
such as including a function of the secret key in the nullifier computation, may be needed for a
production-ready system. These algorithms may be generalized to support assets of multiple types.

– Coin Commitment Creation. A coin commitment is computed using a hash function that is
applied to the input elements and randomness. For a coin with value amt owned by public key pk,
the coin commitment cm is computed by Com(amt, pk; r) := Hq(amt∥pk∥r). We may also write
cm := Com(open) for the opening open = (amt, pk, r).

– Nullifier Creation. A nullifier is computed using a hash function that is applied to the random-
ness in the opening of the coin commitment. The nullifier for a coin commitment with opening
open = (amt, pk, r) and auxiliary input aux = ⊥ is computed by Nullify(open, aux) := Hq(r).

– Memo Encryption. ct← Encpk(m; r) denotes an ElGamal encryption algorithm that computes
ciphertext ct from public key pk, message m, and randomness r.

C Privacy Pool Proofs

For completeness, we provide a recap of the zk-SNARK statements for transactions within privacy
pools. Unlike the recursive membership proofs, the proofs of these statements are verified by the
smart contract. Hence it is more important to optimize the verification costs of these proofs.

Transfer Proofs This is the zk-SNARK statement for the validity of an anonymous transfer in the
privacy pool. The proof shows that the value amount is preserved in the transfer, the sender knows
the secret keys for each of the input coin commitments, the input coin commitments are accumulated,
the owner memo of each output is correctly encrypted, the nullifiers for the input coin commitments
are correctly computed, and the output coin commitments are correctly computed.

Let n be the number of transaction inputs and m be the number of transaction outputs. We allow
placeholder coins with a placeholder public key and a zero amount to support transaction padding.

– Statement:
• For i ∈ [n]:

∗ pkini = Hq(sk
in
i ∥addrini )

∗ nfi = Hq(r
in
i )

∗ Acc.VfyMem(rtc,w
in
i ,Com(amtini , pk

in
i ; r

in
i ))

• ∑
i∈[n] amtini =

∑
i∈[m] amtouti

• For i ∈ [m]:
∗ cmi = Com(amtouti , pkouti ; routi )
∗ memoi = Encpk′i((amtouti , pkouti , routi ), γi)

– Public inputs:
• (nfi)i∈[n]: List of nullifiers for the transaction inputs.
• (cmi)i∈[m]: List of output coin commitments.
• (memoi)i∈[m]: List of output owner memos.
• rtc: Digest of coin commitment accumulator.

– Private inputs:
• (amtini , pk

in
i , r

in
i )i∈[n]: List of openings of input coin commitments.

• (addrini )i∈[n]: List of owner addresses for transaction inputs.
• (skini )i∈[n]: List of user secret keys for transaction inputs.
• (win

i )i∈[n]: List of membership witnesses for transaction inputs.
• (amtouti , pkouti , routi )i∈[m]: List of openings of output coin commitments.
• (pk′i)i∈[m]: Public keys for encryption of transaction outputs.
• (γi)i∈[m]: Encryption randomness values for transaction outputs.
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Withdrawal Proofs This is the zk-SNARK statement for the validity of a withdrawal from the privacy
pool. The proof shows that the value amount is preserved in the withdrawal, the sender knows the
secret keys for each of the input coin commitments, the input coin commitments are accumulated, and
the nullifiers are correctly computed. Let n be the number of transaction inputs for the withdrawal.
As in the case of the transfer statement, we allow placeholder coins to support transaction padding.
We include the recipient address in the public inputs to ensure that a front-running adversary cannot
change the address in the withdrawal transaction. This defense relies on the non-malleability of the
proof, which is guaranteed by the simulation extractability property of the zk-SNARK scheme.

– Statement:
• For i ∈ [n]:

∗ pkini = Hq(sk
in
i ∥addrini )

∗ nfi = Hq(r
in
i )

∗ Acc.VfyMem(rtc,w
in
i ,Com(amtini , pk

in
i ; r

in
i ))

• ∑
i∈[n] amtini = amtout

– Public inputs:
• (nfi)i∈[n]: List of nullifiers for the transaction inputs.
• addrout: Output recipient address.
• amtout: Output value amount.
• rtc: Digest of coin commitment accumulator.

– Private inputs:
• (amtini , pk

in
i , r

in
i )i∈[n]: List of openings of input coin commitments.

• (addrini )i∈[n]: List of owner addresses for transaction inputs.
• (skini )i∈[n]: List of user secret keys for transaction inputs.
• (win

i )i∈[n]: List of membership witnesses for transaction inputs.

D Privacy Pool Algorithms

We present a specification of the privacy pool algorithms in Figures 5 and 6. Privacy pools typically
use a proof system with trusted setup, such as Plonk [GWC19] or Groth16 [Gro16]. The setup may
be universal or circuit-specific, and the setup commonly involves participation from multiple parties.
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GenerateKeyPair(pppool, addr)

Generate encryption keys (pk′, sk′)← E.Gen(1λ)

Generate secret key sk←$ {0, 1}λ

Generate public key pk = Hq(sk∥addr)

return (sk, pk, sk′, pk′)

CreateDepositTx(pppool, amt, pk)

Sample r ←$ {0, 1}λ

Compute coin commitment cm = Hq(amt∥pk∥r)
Set open = (amt, pk, r)

Set txdep = (cm, amt)

return txdep

CreateTransferTxn,m(. . . )

Inputs: pppool, skin, openin, addrin, openout, pk
′

Set nf = [] and win = []

for i ∈ [n] do

Set sk = skin[i]

Parse (amt, pk, r) = openin[i]

Compute coin commitment cm = Hq(amt∥pk∥r)
Compute nullifier nf = Hq(r)

Compute w = Acc.PrvMem(σc, cm)

Add nf to nf,w to win

endfor

Set cm = [],memo = [], and γ = []

for i ∈ [m] do

Parse (amt, pk, r) = openout[i]

Compute coin commitment cm = Hq(amt∥pk∥r)

Sample γ ←$ {0, 1}λ

Set pk′ = pk′[i]

Compute owner memo memo = Encpk′ (amt∥pk∥r; γ)

Add cm to cm,memo to memo, γ to γ

endfor

Set instance x = (nf, cm,memo, rtc)

Set witness w = (openin, addrin, skin,win, openout, pk
′
,γ)

Generate transfer proof πt = ARG.P(ekt, x, w)

Set txtfr = (nf, cm,memo, rtc, πt)

return txtfr

CreateWithdrawalTxn(. . . )

Inputs: pppool, skin, openin, addrin, openout, addrout

Set nf = [] and win = []

for i ∈ [n] do

Set sk = skin[i]

Parse (amt, pk, r) = openin[i]

Compute coin commitment cm = Hq(amt∥pk∥r)
Compute nullifier nf = Hq(r)

Compute w = Acc.PrvMem(σc, cm)

Add nf to nf,w to win

endfor

Set cm = []

Parse (amt, pk, r) = openout

Compute coin commitment cm = Hq(amt∥pk∥r)
Add cm to cm

Set instance x = (nf, amt, addrout, rtc)

Set witness w = (openin, addrin, skin,win)

Generate withdrawal proof πw = ARG.P(ekw, x, w)

Set txwdr = (amt, addrout, nf, cm, rtc, πw)

return txwdr

Fig. 5: Privacy Pool Client Algorithms.
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PrivacyPoolSetup(1λ)

Sample hash function Hq : {0, 1}∗ → Fq

Specify the maximum deposit amount amtmax ∈ N and the Merkle tree depth d ∈ N

Run universal setup for zk-SNARK: srs = ARG.G(1λ)
Construct circuit descriptions t for transfer proof and w for withdrawal proof
Generate keys for circuit: ekt, vkt ← ARG.Isrs(t) and ekw, vkw ← ARG.Isrs(w)

Create (rtc, σc) = Acc.Init(1λ)

Set NullifierList = ∅, DigestList = ∅, and AccountList = {}
Set pppool = {Hq, amtmax, d, rtc, σc, ekt, vkt, ekw, vkw,NullifierList,DigestList,AccountList}

return pppool

ProcessRegistrationTx(pppool, txreg)

Parse (pk, pk′) = txreg

Set AccountList[txreg.sender] = (pk, pk′)

return 1

ProcessDepositTx(pppool, txdep)

Parse (cm, amt) = txdep

Check amt is less than or equal to amtmax

Update rtc = Acc.Update(rtc, σc, cm)

Add rtc to DigestList

Transfer amt units from txdep.sender to contract address
return 1

ProcessTransferTxn,m(pppool, txtfr)

Parse (nf, cm,memo, rt′c, πt) = txtfr

Require rt′c ∈ DigestList

for i ∈ [n] do

Set nf = nf[i]

Require nf /∈ NullifierList

Add nf to NullifierList

endfor

for i ∈ [m] do

Set cm = cm[i]

Update rtc = Acc.Update(rtc, σc, cm)

for j ∈ [n] do

Set nf = nf[j]

endfor

endfor

Add rtc to DigestList

Require ARG.V(vkt, [nf, cm,memo, rt′c], πt)

return 1

ProcessWithdrawalTxn(pppool, txwdr)

Parse (amt, addr, nf, cm, rt′c, πw) = txwdr

Require rt′c ∈ DigestList

for i ∈ [n] do

Set nf = nf[i]

Require nf /∈ NullifierList

Add nf to NullifierList

endfor

Require ARG.V(vkw, [nf, amt, addr, rt′c], πw)

Transfer amt units from contract address to recipient addr

return 1

Fig. 6: Privacy Pool Contract Algorithms.
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